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Summary

In the last decade some research efforts have been devoted to microphone array
processing techniques. Existing array systems have been used in a number of appli
cations. These include teleconferencing, speech recognition, speaker identification,
speech acquisition in an automobile environment, sound capture in reverberant en
closures, large room recording-conferencing, acoustic surveillance and hearing aids
devices.

An essential requirement of these sensor-array systems is the ability to locate and
track an audio source. For audio-based applications, an accurate fix on the primary
talker, as well as knowledge of any interfering talkers or coherent noise sources, is
necessary to effectively enhance a given source while simultaneously attenuating the
undesired ones. Location data may be used as a guide for discriminating individual
speakers in a multi-source scenario. With this information available, it would then
be possible to automatically focus on and track a given source. Additionally, the
speaker location estimates can be applied to steer a camera or series of cameras in
a video-conferencing system. In this regard, the automated localization information
eliminates the need for one or more human camera operators.

To provide a good and seamless integration with other microphone array pro
cessing techniques the localization procedures discussed in this report are based on
acoustic information only. Nevertheless it is possible to use a combination of video
and acoustic information for localization purposes, however this is beyond the scope
of this report. In this report a detailed overview of existing Acoustic Source Lo
calization techniques is presented. One of these techniques is based on Time Delay
Estimation (TDE). The problems of Time Delay Estimation in a more complex en
vironment, e.g. a reverberant or multi source environment, are studied. The Time
Difference of Arrivals (TDOA) obtained during Time Delay Estimation can be used
to calculate the position of the acoustic source. An overview of existing position
location methods is presented. Furthermore it is shown that the spatial resolution
for discrete TDOAs is non-uniformly distributed across the room and finally the
problem of optimal microphone placement is addressed. Experimental results show
how accurate the position location can be obtained. In addition the concept of a
Mobile Acoustic Measurement System has been developed. This system can be used
to test acoustic signal processing algorithms in realtime. As an example a module
for estimating room impulse responses has been developed.

xi



Chapter 1

Introduction

Completion of a graduation project is required in order to finish the electrical engi
neering study at the Eindhoven University of Technology. To fulfill that requirement,
a small research project has been done in the field of signal processing. This work
was been carried out with the Signal Processing Systems group from the Eindhoven
University of Technology, which is a subsection of the Measurement and Control
Systems group. In this report, the results of the research are presented.

In the last decade some research efforts have been devoted to microphone array
processing techniques. Existing array systems have been used in a number of appli
cations. These include teleconferencing, speech recognition, speaker identification,
speech acquisition in an automobile environment, sound capture in reverberant en
closures, large room recording-conferencing, acoustic surveillance and hearing aids
devices.

An essential requirement of these sensor-array systems is the ability to locate and
track an audio source. For audio-based applications, an accurate fix on the primary
talker, as well as knowledge of any interfering talkers or coherent noise sources, is
necessary to effectively enhance a given source while simultaneously attenuating the
undesired ones. Location data may be used as a guide for discriminating individual
speakers in a multi-source scenario. With this information available, it would then
be possible to automatically focus on and track a given source. Additionally, the
speaker location estimates can be applied to steer a camera or series of cameras in
a video-conferencing system. In this regard, the automated localization information
eliminates the need for one or more human camera operators. In addition to high
accuracy, these location estimates must be updated frequently to be useful in prac
tical tracking and beamforming applications. Consider the problem of beamforming
to a moving speech source. It has been shown that for sources in close proximity
to the microphones, the array aiming location must be accurate to within a few
centimeters to prevent high-frequency roll-off in the received signal [1]. An effec
tive beamformer must therefore be capable of including a continuous and accurate
location procedure within its algorithm. This requirement necessitates the use of
a location estimator capable of fine resolution at a high update rate. Additionally,
any such estimator would have to be computationally non-demanding to make it
practical for real-time systems.

1
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Scope of this work

Chapter 1. Introduction

Source Localization is a new topic within the Signal Processing Group. Because of
this, first a literature study toward different acoustic source localization and tracking
techniques has been performed. Research has been done towards algorithms needed
in audio and speech source localization and tracking systems which are based on
acoustic information only.

The results obtained during this project can and will be used in combination with
other research topics such as de-reverberation and Blind Source Separation. The
contribution of this small research project can be used as a foundation for further
research with respect to Acoustic Source Localization.

Instead of only using audio information one could design a source localization
system that uses video information or a combination of video and audio informa
tion. As mentioned before a lot of microphone array applications benefit from source
localization information. Estimating the location of the source using information
already present does not necessarily increase the complexity of the system. Adding
video camera's would make the system more expensive and complex. A system
which estimates the location of an active speaker by using video information could
use a lip detection procedure. In general analyzing video streams will be much
more computational demanding compared to audio streams. This is mainly due to
the difference with resect to the amount of data present in both streams and the
complexity of the algorithms needed. In some applications like video-conferencing
video streams are often available and could indeed be used to make a more accurate
localization estimate. However these methods are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Outline of this report

The report is organized as follows. The results of a literature study are described
in chapter 2, where four types of Acoustic Source Localization methods are inter
preted.

One of these methods, Time Delay Estimation, is addressed in chapter 3 and 4,
respectively focusing on single source and multiple source situations. The question
wether existing methods are useful in a reverberant and multi-source environment
have been investigated. An attempt has been made to improve Time Delay Es
timation in a strong reverberant environment. This methods is based on blind
estimation of room impulse responses using the noise-space of a spatia-temporal
correlation matrix of the received signals. Research results presented earlier showed
that this method only works when Signal to Noise Ratios are high (60 dB - 100 dB).
An explanation for this high sensitivity has been found and is presented in section
3.3.5.

Source Localization based on Time Delay Estimation does not result in a position
fix. A second step is needed to obtain the source location, this will be discussed in
chapter 5. A rather simple but extremely useful explanation is given with respect to
spatial resolution. The question of optimal microphone placement has been trans
formed in an analytic form.
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During this project the ideas of developing a Mobile Acoustic Measurement Sys
tem developed. This idea and the implementation of a DSP module for estimating
room impulse responses is explained in chapter 6.

The report ends with conclusions and suggestions for future research.



Chapter 2

Acoustic Source Localization
methods

The content of this chapter is the result of a literature study that has been performed.
Existing source localization procedures may be loosely divided into three general
categories: those based upon maximizing the output power of a steered- beamformer
(2.1), techniques adopting high-resolution spectral estimation concepts (2.2), and
approaches employing only Time-Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) information (2.3).
These broad classifications are delineated by their application environment, method
of estimation and different signal models that are used. The first refers to any
situation where the location estimate is derived directly from a filtered, weighted,
and summed version of the signal data received at the sensors. The second will
be used to term any localization scheme relying upon an application of the signal
correlation matrix. The last category includes procedures which calculate source
locations from a set of delay estimates measured across various combinations of
sensors. One additional class could be added which is more or less a mixture of
the three classed defined above, namely binaural-based, which is briefly addressed
in section 2.4.

2.1 Steered Beamformer-Based

The first categorization applies to passive arrays for which the system input is an
acoustic signal produced by the source. The optimal Maximum Likelihood (ML)
location estimator in this situation amounts to a focused beamformer which steers
the array to various locations and searches for a peak in output power. Termed
'focalization', derivations of the optimality of the procedure and variations thereof
are presented in [2, 3, 4]. Theoretical and practical variance bounds obtained via
focalization are described into detail in [2, 5, 3] and the steered beamformer ap
proach has been extended to the case of multiple-signal sources in [6]. The angle
resolution of methods in this class is discrete and depends mainly on the number of
microphones used. The optimality of each of these procedures is dependent upon a

5



6 Chapter 2. Acoustic Source Localization methods

priori knowledge of the spectral content of both the primary signal and background
noise. However, in practice this information is rarely available. The physical realiza
tion of the ML estimator requires the solution of a nonlinear optimization problem.
The use of standard iterative optimization methods, such as steepest descent and
Newton Raphson, for this process was addressed by [6]. A shortcoming of each of
these approaches is that the objective function to be minimized does not have a
strong global peak and frequently contains several local maxima. As a result, this
genre of efficient search methods is often inaccurate and extremely sensitive to the
initial search location. In [7] an optimization method appropriate for a multimodal
objective function, Stochastic Region Contraction (SRC), was applied specifically
to the talker localization problem. While improving the robustness of the location
estimate, the resulting search method involved an order of magnitude more eval
uations of the objective function in comparison to standard iterative optimization
techniques. Overall, the computational requirements of the focalization-based ML
estimator, namely the complexity of the objective function itself as well as the rel
ative inefficiency of an appropriate optimization procedure, prohibit its use in the
majority of practical, real-time source locators.

2.2 High-Resolution Spectral-Estimation-Based

test This second categorization of location estimation techniques includes the mod
ern beamforming methods adapted from the field of high-resolution spectral analysis:
autoregressive (AR) modeling, minimum variance (MV) spectral estimation, and the
variety of eigenanalysis-based techniques (of which the popular MUSIC algorithm
is an example). Detailed summaries of these approaches may be found in [8, 9].
While these approaches have successfully found their way into a variety of array
processing applications, they all possess certain restrictions that have been found to
limit their effectiveness with the speech-source localization problem addressed here.
Each of these high-resolution processes is based on the spatiospectral correlation
matrix derived from the signals received at the sensors. When exact knowledge of
this matrix is unknown (which is the case in most practical situations), it must be
estimated from the observed data. This is done via ensemble averaging of the sig
nals over an interval in which the sources and noise are assumed to be statistically
stationary and their estimation parameters (location in this case) are assumed to be
fixed. For speech sources, fulfilling these conditions while allowing sufficient averag
ing can be very problematic in practice. These algorithms tend to be significantly
less robust to source and sensor modelling errors than conventional beamforming
methods [10, 11]. The incorporated models typically assume ideal source radiators,
uniform sensor channel characteristics, and exact knowledge of the sensor positions.
Such conditions are impossible to obtain in real-world environments. While the
sensitivity of these high-resolution methods to the modelling assumptions may be
reduced, it is at the cost of performance. Additionally, signal coherence, such as
that created by a multipath condition, is detrimental to algorithmic performance,
particularly that of the eigenanalysis approaches. This situation may be improved
via signal processing resources, but again at the cost of decreased resolution [12].
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With regard to the localization problem at hand, these methods were developed in
the context of far-field plane waves projecting onto a linear array. While the MV
and MUSIC algorithms have been shown to be extendible to the case of general ar
ray geometries and near-field sources [13], the AR model and certain eigenanalysis
approaches are limited to the far-field, uniform linear array situation. Finally, there
arises the issue of computational expense. A search of the location space is required
in each of these scenarios. While the computational complexity at each iteration
is not as demanding as the case of the steered- beamformer, the objective space
typically consists of sharp peaks. This property precludes the use of iteratively effi
cient optimization methods. The situation is compounded if a more complex source
model is adopted (incorporating source orientation or source directivity effects, for
instance) in an effort to improve algorithm performance. Additionally, it should be
noted that these high-resolution methods are all designed for narrowband signals.
They can be extended to wideband signals, including speech, either through simple
serial application of the narrowband methods or more sophisticated generalizations
of these approaches, such as [14, 15]. All of these routes extend the computational
requirements considerably.

2.3 Time Delay Estimation-Based

With the third localization strategy, the measure in question is not the acoustic data
received by the sensors, but rather a set of relative delay estimates derived from the
time signals. This approach to finding a source location has been adopted for a vari
ety of applications where a single source may be assumed to be present in the oper
ating environment. These applications range from navigation systems [16, 17] where
the TDOA information is calculated from clocking signals transmitted from various
known transmitter positions to sonar devices [18] in which the time delays must be
estimated from underwater acoustic signals detected by passive hydrophones. For
the locators in this class, the TDOA and sensor position data are used to generate
hyperbolic curves which are then intersected in some optimal sense to arrive at a
source location estimate. A number of variations on this principle have been devel
oped, examples are given in [19, 20, 21, 22]. They differ considerably in the method
of derivation, the extent of their applicability (2-D vs. 3-D, near source vs. distant
source, etc.), and their means of solution. Given solely a set of TDOA figures with
known error statistics, obtaining the ML location estimate necessitates solving a set
of nonlinear equations. The calculation of this result requires iterative methods that
can be computationally expensive and may exhibit convergence difficulties, though
considerably less so in either of these respects than estimators belonging to the two
previously discussed genres. There is an extensive class of sub-optimal, closed-form
location estimators designed to approximate the exact solution to the nonlinear
problem. These techniques are computationally undemanding and, in many cases,
suffer little detriment in performance relative to their more computation-intensive
counterparts. Some of these methods are given in [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Re
gardless of the solution method employed, this third class of location estimation
techniques possesses a significant computational advantage over the steered- beam-
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former or high-resolution spectral-estimation based approaches. However, TDOA
based locators do present several disadvantages when used as the basis of a general
localization scheme. For the case of acoustic sources where a time signal is available,
the two-stage process requiring time-delay estimation prior to the actual location
evaluation is suboptimal. The intermediate signal parameterization accomplished
by the TDOA procedure represents a significant data reduction at the expense of a
decrease in theoretical localization performance. However, in real situations the per
formance advantage inherent in the optimal steered-beamformer estimator becomes
weaker because of incomplete knowledge of the signal and noise spectral content as
well as unrealistic stationarity assumptions. In practice, the computational savings
afforded by these less intensive procedures can far outweight the moderate decline in
precision. The primary limitation of delay-based locators is their inability to accom
modate multi-source scenarios since these algorithms assume a single-source model.
The presence of several simultaneous radiators and/or coherent noise sources in the
sensor field could result in ill-defined TDOA figures and unreliable location fixes. A
TDOA-based locator operating in such an environment would require a means for
evaluating the validity and accuracy of the delay and location estimates.

2.4 Binaural-based

Binaural-based source localization is related to the way humans and some animals
localize an acoustic source. One of the first steps in understanding nature's way
of solving this problem is to understand how information is processed in the ear.
A number of models for the ear have been suggested by researchers. These studies
suggest that the cochlea effectively extracts the spectral information from the sound
wave impinging on the ear drums and converts it into the electrical signals. The
cochlear output is in the form of electrical signals at different neuron points along
the basilar membrane of cochlea. The electrical signals then travel up to the brain
for further processing. Many researchers have come up with different models of
processing of electrical signals in the brain for sound localization to support the ex
perimental data from various neurophysiological studies. All these different models
agree on the fundamental view that the direction of the sound is determined by two
important binaural cues; the lnteraural Time Difference (lTD) and the lnteraural
Level Difference (ILD). These binaural cues arise from the differences in the sound
waveforms entering the two ears. Some advance models use a third cue that involves
sound color and tuning frequencies, according to the so called Head Related Transfer
Functions.

Interaural Time Difference The interaural time difference is the time delay be
tween the signals reaching the two ears that arises because the separation of the
ears introduces a path length difference. The time delay depends on the separation
distance between the ears, the angle of arrival of the sound wave, and its speed of
propagation. In these applications, usually, the phase difference in the two signals
is used as a measure of lTD. For this reason, lTD is also know as interaural phase
difference.
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Interaural Level Difference The interaural level difference is the difference in
the intensity of the signals reaching the ears. Sound waves that come from different
directions in the space are diffracted and scattered by the head, shoulders, torso,
etc. This causes differences in the wave appearing on the ear drums and is the basis
of ILD.

The phenomena of time delay and the intensity difference can be integrated into
the notion of interaural transfer function which represents the transfer function be
tween the two ears. It is generally accepted that cross-correlation based computa
tional models for binaural processing provide excellent qualitative and quantitative
accounts of experimental studies. These models can roughly be divided into two
kinds, namely, the temporal-correlation models and the spatial-correlation mod
els. In the temporal-correlation models, the cochlear outputs from the two ears are
cross-correlated at various time delays. In the implementation of such a model, the
cochlear outputs are passed through delay lines. The cochlear outputs from one
ear are continuously compared with the delayed cochlear outputs of the other ear.
In the spatial-correlation models, the instantaneous cochlear outputs obtained from
one ear are compared with the shifted image of the instantaneous outputs obtained
from the other ear. Thus, the spatial correlation models eliminate the need of the
delay line required to save the past cochlear outputs. The output patterns obtained
from the cross-correlation operations reflect the binaural information which can be
refined further and interpreted to determine the direction of the source.

It may seem that the lTD information should be sufficient for sound localization
but that is not the case since ILD complements the lTD information in many situa
tions. One of them is in the case of higher frequencies (> 1500 Hz) when the phase
information becomes ambiguous. This can be explained using the Nyquist sampling
theorem and its equivalence in the spatial sampling case. Indeed, at a particular
instant of time, the sound waveform is sampled by microphones at two points in
space. The distance between the microphones is analogous to a time-sampling pe
riod. If this distance is greater than half the wavelength of the signal, then the
phase information cannot be determined with certainty. The ILD information may
also be useful in solving the cone of confusion problem. The cone of confusion is
the set of all directions for which the time delay is same. If the ILD information
is different for each of the directions on a cone, it can be used to discriminate and
locate the direction of the source.

2.5 Conclusion

By investigating the different classifications measuring the TDOA seems to be closely
related to the way our own localization method works. In stead of using Interaural
Level Difference (ILD) multiple TDOA's are used.

TDOA seems to be the least expensive solution in terms of the number of mi
crophones and complexity needed compared to the other methods. From this point
of view TDOA based techniques can be an attractive solution for acoustic source
localization. During the literate study is has become clear that a lot of researchers
have been working on this subject for many years. Nevertheless applying existing
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methods in a more reverberant environment or an environment with multiple sources
is still a very challenging task.

For the reader it's important to realize that the output of the acoustic source
localization system will usually serve as an input for the main application. For ex
ample, with source localization information an audio tracker could be designed to
add tracking capabilities to a standard beamformer. Nevertheless the localization
information is crucial when looking at the performance of the complete system. In
some of these applications a lot of information is already present and can be reused
for source localization purposes.



Chapter 3

Time Delay Estimation: Single
Source

Time Delay Estimation (TDE) is concerned with the computations of the time
differences of arrival (TDOA) between different microphone sensors. In section 3.1
two models for TDE problems will be described in detail. Namely the ideal free-field
model and the real reverberant model. In section 3.2 a common used technique used
for Time Delay Estimation, called the General Cross Correlation will be addressed.
Section 3.3 will deal with a number of adaptive methods. Experimental results can
be found in section 3.4.

3.1 Acoustic Models for TDE Problems

In literature two models for Time Delay Estimation (TDE) can be found. The first
model is based on an ideal free field that only introduces a single delay. The second
model is more realistic and incorporates the effect of a reverberant environment.
These models will be explained in the next two sections.

Strictly speaking, audio signals are usually non-stationary, therefore it is desir
able to discuss acoustic source localization in terms of non-stationary. In general,
however, it is assumed to gain insight by assuming stationarity signals and more spe
cific, wide sense stationary signals. Understanding the stationary case then serves
as a guideline towards the more difficult non-stationary case. Discussions in this
report are restricted to zero-mean, wide-sense stationary signals, unless explicitly
stated otherwise.

3.1.1 Ideal Free-Field Model

In an anechoic open space as shown in figure 3.1 (a), the source signal s (t) radiates
ideally and the signal acquired by the i-th (i = 1, 2) microphone can be expressed
as follows:

(3.1)

11
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where ai is an attenuation representing the propagation loss, D i is the propagation
time, and ni (t) is an additive noise. The time delay of arrival between the two
microphone signals 1 and 2 is defined as

(3.2)

It's assumed that s(t), n1 (t), and n2(t) are zero-mean, uncorrelated, stationary
Gaussian random processes. In this case, a mathematically clear solution for D 12
can be obtained from the ideal model that is widely used for the classical TDE
problem.

3.1.2 Reverberant Model

The ideal free-field model is simple and only a few parameters need to be determined.
Unfortunately, in a real acoustic environment as shown in figure 3.1 (b), the rever
beration of the room has to be taken into account and the ideal model no longer
holds. Then, a more complicated, but more realistic, model for the microphone
signals Xi (t), i = 1, 2 can be expressed as follows:

Xi(t) = gi * s(t) + ni(t), (3.3)

where * denotes convolution and gi is the room impulse response (RIR) of the chan
nel between the source and the i-th microphone. Moreover, n1(t) and n2(t) might
be spatio-temporally correlated, which is the case when the noise is directional, e.g.,
from a ceiling fan or an overhead projector. For the reverberant model, there isn't
an "ideal" solution to the TDE problem, as for the previous model. In case only
one microphone array is used the assumption has to be made that the speaker is
facing the array. It's for sure that the waves from the speaker to the microphone will
arrive first, because this path is shortest. The first reflection will always arrive at a
later point in time. A lot of researchers assume that the direct wave contains most
energy. In an ideal free-field or less reverberant room this is indeed the case. As will
become clear later in this chapter this assumption is not always valid. Especially in
cases where the speaker-microphone distance is large with respect to the dimensions
of the room. If it's possible to determine the two room impulse responses accurately
(and blindly), which is a very challenging problem, the true time delay can still be
estimated.

3.2 The Generalized Cross-Correlation Method

Conventional correlation techniques that have been used to solve the problem of
TDOA estimation are referred to as Generalized Cross-Correlation (GCC) methods.
These methods have been explored in [18, 26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33]. These GCC
methods cross-correlate prefiltered versions of the received signals at two receiving
stations, then estimate the TDOA D between the two microphones as the location
of the peak of the cross-correlation estimate. Prefiltering is intended to accentuate
frequencies for which the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is high and attenuate the noise
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Acoustic models for time delay estimation problems. (a) Ideal free-field
model. (b) Real reverberant model.

power before the signal is passed to the correlator. Generalized cross-correlation
methods for TDOA estimation are based on (3.1). The cross correlation between
the microphone signals is given by,

(3.4)

Using model (3.1) this yields,

RX1X2 (T) = ala2Rss(T - D) + Rn1n2 (T). (3.5)

The argument T that maximizes (3.4) provides an estimate of the TDOA D, i.e.

D = argmaxRX1X2 (T).
T

Equivalently (3.4) can be written as

RX1X2 (T) = 1: Xl(t)X2(t - T)dt.

However, RX1X2 (T) can only be estimated from a finite observation time. Thus, an
unbiased estimate of the cross-correlation is given by

(3.6)

where T represents the observation interval. Equation (3.6) suggests the the use of
an analog correlator. The correlation process can also be implemented digitally, if
sufficient sampling of the waveform is used. The output of a discrete correlation
process using digital samples of the signal is given by
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Peak D
Detection

Figure 3.2: Generalized Cross-Correlation Method for TDOA Estimation

The cross-power spectral density function, GX1x2 (f), related to the cross-correlation
of XI(t) and X2(t) in (3.6) is given by

or

GX1x2 (f) = 1: RXIX2(T)e-j27r!TdT.

Assuming that the average energy of the captured signals is significantly greater than
that of the interfering noise the frequency domain approximation can be expressed
as,

(3.7)

As before, because only a finite observation time of XI(t) and X2(t) is possible, only
an estimate GX1X2 (f) of GX1X2 (f) can be obtained. The delay introduces a linear
phase shift (3.7) in GX1X2 ' By estimating the phase of GX1X2 it should be possible to
estimate the TDOA D in theory. Experiments with real data recorded in a more re
verberant environment revealed that the phase can be very non-linear, which makes
the estimated difficult or impossible. Another counterpart is the fact that the esti
mated phase is modulo 27r. Therefore the phase should be unwrapped, which is a
non-trivial problem to solve.

In order to improve the accuracy of the delay estimate, by minimizing the effects
of noise and interference, filtering of the two signals is performed before integrating
in (3.6). As shown in figure 3.2 , each signal XI(t) and X2(t) is filtered through
HI (f) and H2(f), then correlated, integrated and squared. This is performed for a
range of time shifts, T, until a peak correlation is obtained. The time delay causing
the cross-correlation peak is an estimate of the TDOA iJ. If the correlator is to
provide an unbiased estimate of TDOA D, the filters must exhibit the same phase
characteristics and hence are usually taken to be identical filters [29]. When XI(t)
and X2(t) are filtered, the cross-power spectrum between the filtered outputs is given
by
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where * denotes the complex conjugate. Therefore, the generalized cross-correlation,
specified by superscript G, between XI(t) and X2(t) is

(3.8)

where

denotes the general frequency weighting, or filter function. Because only an estimate
of RylY2(T) can be obtained, (3.8) is rewritten as

which is used to estimate the TDOA D.
The choice of the frequency function, 'IfG(f), is very important, especially when

the signal has multiple delays resulting from a multipath environment. Consider the
optimal case in which nl(t) and n2(t) are uncorrelated and only one signal delay is
present. The cross-correlation of XI(t) and X2(t) in (3.5) can be rewritten as

(3.9)

where * denotes a convolution operation. Equation (3.9) can be interpreted as the
spreading of a delta function at D by the autocorrelation of the source signal. An
important property of autocorrelation functions is that Rss (T) ::; R ss (0). Equality
only holds for certain periodic functions. However, for most practical applications,
equality does not hold for T i- 0, and the true cross correlation will peak at D
regardless of wether or not it is spread out. The spreading acts as broaden the
peak. When the signal experiences multiple delays due to a multipath environment,
the cross-correlation can be represented as

If the delays of the signal are not sufficiently separated, the spreading of the one
delta function will overlap another, thereby making the estimation of the peak and
TDOA difficult if not impossible.

The frequency function 'If G (f) can be chosen to ensure a large peak in the cross
correlation Xl (t) and X2(t) rather than a broad one to ensure good TDOA resolution.
However, in doing so, the peaks are more sensitive to errors introduced by the fi
nite observation time, especially in cases of low SNR. Thus the choice of 'IfG(f) is
a compromise between good resolution and stability [30]. Following is a survey of
some of the frequency functions proposed in literature.

Cross-Correlation Processors Several frequency functions, or processors, have
been proposed to facilitate the estimate of D. When the filters HI (f) = H2(f) =
1, \;/(f), then 'IfG(f) = 1, and the estimate D is simply the delay abscissa at which
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the cross-correlation peaks. This is considered cross-correlation processing. Other
processors include the Roth Impulse Response processor [26], the Smoothed Coher
ence Transform (SCOT) [27], the Eckart filter [30], and the Hannan-Thomson (HT)
processor or Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator [28J. A list of GCC frequency
functions is provided in table 3.1 from [30J.

Roth Impulse Response Processor The weighting proposed by Roth [26],

yields,

(3.10)

Equation (3.10) estimates the impulse response of the optimum linear (Wiener-Hopf)
filter,

Hm(f) = GX1x2 (f) ,
GX1X1 (f)

which "best" approximates the mapping of Xl(t) to X2(t). If nl(t) i- 0, which is
generally the case, then

and

R{};.Y2(T) = c5(T - D) @ /00 a Gss(f) ej27rfT df,
-00 Gss + Gn1n1

The Roth Impulse Response processor has the desirable effect of suppressing the
frequency regions in which power spectral noise density, Gn1n1 (f) or Gn2n2 (f), is
large and the estimate of the cross power spectral signal density, GX1X2 (f), is likely
to be in error. However, if the power spectral noise density is not equal to some
constant times the power spectral density of the signal, Gss (f), the Roth processor
does not minimize the spreading effect of the delta function [30J. Furthermore, one
is uncertain as to whether the errors in R{};.Y2 (f) are due to noise in frequency bands
of Gn1n1(f) or Gn2n2 (f).

Processor Name Frequency Function WG (f)
Cross-correlation 1

Roth Impulse Response 1/GX1x1 (f) or 1/GX2x2 (f)
Smoothed Coherence Transform 1/ JGx1x1 (f)GX2x2 (f)

Phase Transform 1/IGX1X2 (f)1
Eckart Gss/(Gnlnl (f)Gn2n2 (f))

Hannan-Thomson or Maximum Likelihood h'XIX21
2

IGx x~I(1-llx1X~12)

Table 3.1: GCC Frequency Functions
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Smoothed Coherence Transform Processor The uncertainty with the Roth
processor led to the development of the proposed Smoothed Coherence Transform
(SCOT). The SCOT processor suppresses frequency bands of high noise and assigns
zero weight to bands where GX1X2 (J) = O. The SCOT frequency function is given
as

This results in the cross-correlation

where

A (j) b. Gx1x2 (J)
/XIX2 = JG

X1X1
(J)G

X2X2
(J)

is the coherence estimate [30]. The SCOT processor assigns weighting according to
SNR characteristics. In terms of the noise characteristics, [29] realizes the SCOT as

The SCOT frequency function, for which HI (J) = 1/JGx1x1 (J) and H 2(J) =
1/JGX2X2 (J), can be interpreted as a prewhitening process. If GX1X1 (J) = GX2X2 (J),
then the SCOT filter is equivalent to the Roth filter. If nl(t) -=I 0 and n2(t) -=I 0, the
SCOT exhibits the same spreading as the Roth processor. This broadening persists
because of an apparent inability to adequately prewhiten the cross power spectrum.

Phase Tansform Processor To avoid spreading The Phase Transform (PRAT)
processor uses the weighting,

which yields,

R
A

P () -100

GX1X2 j21r fTd'+
YIY2 T - -00 IG

X1X2
(J),e :I,

For model (3.1) with uncorrelated noise (i.e. Gn1n2 = 0),

Ideally, when GX1X2 (J) = GX1X2 (J),

GX1X2 (J) = ej()(j) = ej21rfD

IGXIX2 (J)1

which has unit magnitude and

(3.11)

The PRAT was developed purely as an ad hoc technique. Notice that, for models of
the form (3.1) with uncorrelated noises, the PRAT (3.11), ideally, does not suffer the
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spreading that other processors do. In practice when GX1X2 (f) -=I GX1X2 (f), ()(f) -=I
27rf D and the estimate of R~Y2 (T) will not be a delta function. Another apparent

defect of the PHAT is that it weights GX1X2 (f) using the inverse of Gss(f). Thus the
errors are accentuated where signal power is smallest. In particular, if GX1X2 (f) = 0
in some frequency band, then the phase ()(f) is undefined in that band and the es
timate is erratic, being uniformly distributed in the interval [-7r,7r] rad. For models
of (3.1), this behavior suggests that wp(f) be addionally weighted to compensate
for the presence or absence of signal power. The SCOT is one method of assigning
weight according to signal and noise characteristics. Two remaining processors also
assign weights or filtering according to SIN ratio: the Eckart filter and the ML
estimator or Hannan-Thomson (HT) processor.

Eckart Processor The Eckart processor, similarly to the SCOT processor, sup
presses frequency bands of high noise and assigns zero weight to bands where
Gss(f) = O. The Eckart frequency function maximizes the ratio of the change
in mean correlator output to the standard deviation of the correlator output due to
the noise alone [30]. For the model given by (3.1) and nl(t) and n2(t) having the
same spectra, the Eckart frequency function in terms of the SNR characteristics is
given by [29] as

In practice, the Eckart filter requires knowledge of the signal and noise spectra [30].

Hannan-Thomson or Maximum Likelihood Processor The previously de
scribed frequency functions have been shown to be suboptimal by [29]. The HT
processor, which is equivalent to a ML estimator, has been shown to be the optimal
processor by [29] and [30]. The HT frequency function is given by

IrXIX21 2

1 - Irxlx21 2

where I'YXIX2(fW is the magnitude-squared coherence [18]. For the model in (3.1)
and nl(t) and n2(t) having the same spectra, the HT frequency function in terms
of the SNR characteristics is given as

2 SIN
IWHT(f)1 = 1 + 2(SIN)

For low SNR, it has been shown in [30] that the Eckart function is equivalent to the
HT frequency function.

3.3 Adaptive filter Methods

In this section some adaptive implementations for Time Delay Estimation will be
discussed. The advantage of adaptive implementation are the very limited a priori
knowledge required, the simplicity of the implementation, and the ability to track
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non-stationary signals and systems. Adaptive algorithms are usually implemented
using a digital system, for this reason a discrete notation is used in this sequel.
Instead of using an ideal free-field model it is shown in section 3.3.2 that the so
called Least Mean Square (LMS) [8] TDE algorithm can also be used in case of a
reverberant model.

3.3.1 Explicit Adaptive Delay Estimation

A very simple time delay estimation has been developed by Etter and Stearns [34].
The model used is based on an ideal free-field. The proposed algorithm estimated
the delay directly as shown in figure 3.3. Their approach uses a gradient update for
the delay element of the form,

A A a A

Dk+l = Dk - "2\7k,

where Dk is the delay estimate corresponding to the update k, and where Vk is the
gradient of the instantaneous squared error (3.12).

£5e
2

A

[k] = 2e[k] £5eik]. (3.12)
£5Dk £5Dk

The error is defined as
elk] = x2[k] - xdk - Dk]'

The derivative is approximated using a central difference formula, and the resulting
update has the form,

Dk+l = Dk - ae[k](xdk - Dk - 1] - xdk - Dk + 1]).

A major advantage of this approach is the very low computational requirement.
However, taking a better look at the error performance surface this method seems
less effective. Using the ideal free-field model the error performance surface (or
mean square error surface) can be expressed as,

E[e2 [k]] = 0"; + 0"~1 + 0"~2 - 2Rss [D - D],

where 0"~1 and 0"~2 are the variances of the noise terms ndk]' n2[k] respectively. 0";

is the variance of the source signal s[kJ.
Analyzing the result reveals that the error performance surface is multimodal.

Depending on the shape of the autocorrelation of the source signal the algorithm
can converge to a local minimum rather than a global minimum. Consequently
this method is only effective if a sufficient accurate initial estimate of the delay is
available to ensure convergence to the global minimum.

Etter and Stearns method could easily be extended to a fractional delay estima
tor. The explicit time delay estimators as proposed by [35] (ETDE and ETDGE)
are also based on the ideal free-field model as described in (3.1). These algorithms
belong to the category of fractional delay estimators. Although the result will be
more accurate the error performance surface will not change. Again a proper ini
tialization is required to guarantee global convergence. If the proposed method is
used in a reverberant environment the algorithm can converge to one of the delay's
present.
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Figure 3.3: Etter and Stearns adaptive time delay estimation.

3.3.2 LMS Time Delay Estimation

In this section a LMS adaptive filter for estimating the time delay is addressed,
which is called LMSTDE. The LMSTDE algorithms can be seen as an adaptive
method to estimate the Roth Impulse Response discussed in section 3.2. First a
short derivation will be presented using the ideal free-field model.

The setup of the LMSTDE adaptive algorithm is shown in figure 3.4. The filter
h 21 acts to cancel the delay between xdk] and x2[k]. The position of the peak in
h21 gives the delay estimate. An extra delay (L-.) has been incorporated to measure
both positive and negative delays, and is defined as

L-. ~ fJ[k - !:]- 2 .

The adaptive filter operates on the sampled signals xdk] and X2 [k] respectively.
This is in contrast to the continuous domain cross-correlation and generalized cross
correlation methods described in section 3.2. In case the time-delay does not cor
respond exactly to an integer multiply of the sample interval, then the peak in the
filter response cannot correspond to the exact delay. Here D is taken as an integer
multiple of the sample interval. The accuracy can be improved by interpolating
adjacent samples of the filter. In a noiseless case where no interpolation is used the
TDOA error will be uniformly distributed between [-t, t].

The filter weights are updated using the LMS algorithm. Here the update formula
is given by,

h 21 [k + 1] = h 2dk] + ae[k]xdk]. (3.13)

where xdk] = [xdk], xdk -1], ... ,xdk - L + 1W and h 2dk] = [h21,O[k], h21,dk], ... ,
h21,L-dkW. The desired input is formed from a delayed version of x2[k], and thus
the error is,

(3.14)
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Figure 3.4: LMSTDE.

The LMSTDE system described by equation 3.13 and 3.14 acts as an adaptive
cross-correlator. Using the ideal free-field model the error is defined by,

Given nI[k] and n2[k] are mutually uncorrelated it seems apparent that a good
solution would be h 2I[k] = 8[k - D - 6] producing,

elk] = n2[k - 6] - nI[k - D - 6]

with

(3.15)

From literature it is known, when the input signals are statistically stationary
the steady state behavior of the LMS filter may be approximated by the infinite
two-sided Wiener filter. For the input signals xI[k] and x2[k] this results in

H (jW) _ GXIX2(ejW) -jw6
21 e - G (jw) e .

XIXI e

In the noise free case (3.15) reduces to

G (jW) -jwD
H ( jW) _ 88 e e -jw6 _ -jw(D+6)

21 e - G88 ( eiw ) e - e ,

In other cases the noise modifies the response as

so that the energy in the filter is spread and the time-domain resolution is reduced.

From literature [36] it is well know that the convergence properties of LMS de
pend on the spectral richness of the input signal and the length of the filter. The
GALTDE (Gradient Adaptive Lattice Time Delay Estimation) has been proposed
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to reduce this problem by combining a predictive lattice and LMS filter. The pre
dictive lattice acts as a pair pre-whitening filter prior to the LMS filter. Discussing
the implementation in more detail will not be appropriate because the steady-state
result is the same.

Reverberant Model
Using the reverberant model (3.3) in a noiseless case the signals X1(e jW ), X 2(e jW ),
Y(ejW ) and E(ejW ) are defined as:

Xl (ejW )

X2(e jW )

Y(ejW )

E(ejW )

Gl(ejW ) . S(ejW )

G2(ejW ) . S(ejW )

H21 (ejW ) . Xl (ejW )

X 2(ejW ) - Y(ejW )

For the moment the extra delay 6 will be set to zero. Using the orthogonality
principle [8J the solution for H (e jW ) can be derived,

E[E* YJ

E[X2'YJ

H21G;GIE[S* SJ

o
E[Y*YJ
H2'l H21 GiGIE[S* SJ

or in time-domain

In case both microphone signals contain additive noise H 21 (e jW ) can be defined as,

H (jW) = Gj(ejW)G2(ejW)Gss(ejW) + Gnln2(ejW)
21 e IG1(ejW)12Gss(ejW) + Gn1n1 (e jw )

In applications like Blind Source Separation (BSS) the term G2(ejW )/ G l (e jW ) is
usually called the difference room impulse response (dRlR).

In practice the difference room impulse response is non-causal. In case the delay
of the direct path in 91 is larger than the delay of the direct path in 92 the peak
corresponding to the difference in delay will be positioned in the non-causal part of
h12 . This problem can be solved using the extra delay 6.

In a reverberant environment the difference room impulse response can be used
to estimate the delay of the direct wave. A typical room impulse response is shown
in figure 3.5. The largest peak corresponds to the direct wave from source to mi
crophone. In this case the position of the peak found in the dRIR is equal to the
TDOA. If there is an extreme amount of reverberation or the distance between the
source and the microphone is large, the room impulse response could look like 3.6.
In this situations the largest peak does not correspond to the direct wave.
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Figure 3.5: Room Impulse Response is a reverberant environment.
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Figure 3.6: Room Impulse Response in a strong reverberant environment.
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The difference room impulse response is a function of the distance between the
microphones, the distance between the source and the center of the microphone
array, the off-broadside angle and the reverberation time of the room. The rever
beration time (usually denoted by no) is a function of the room dimensions and wall
reflection coefficients (which can be frequency dependent). A more thoroughgoing
survey, based on some experimental results, of the difference room impulse response
can be found in section 3.4.2.

Effective Filter Length
The distance between the microphones and the sample frequency form an upper
bound for the delay that can be measured. Because of this an effective filter length
can be calculated. It is assumed that the delay D. is defined as 8[k - ~].

r R121Number of filter taps = 1 2 . Is . -c- .

Where Is (Hz) is the sample frequency, R12 (m) the distance between the micro
phones and c (m/s) the speed of sound.
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Accuracy
As mentioned before the accuracy of the TDOA can be improved by interpolating
adjacent coefficients of the filter. It is assumed that the signal is sampled using at
least twice the Nyquist frequency. In this sequel h 21 is replaced by h for convenience.
Instead of using

D= arg max hi
~

to determine the delay the delay estimate is obtained indirectly from h by sinc
interpolation,

D~ argmF Ctp "'sille(t ~ i)) ,
where sinc(x) = sin(x7T)/(x7T). However it has been shown [37] that this interpolator
is biased for finite P and the delay bias decreases as the filter length increases.

The variance of the estimated TDOA D is related to the variance of the filter
coefficients. The least squares filter, denoted by hO = [h~p . .. hg . .. hpj, is given by,

hO = arg min J(h)
h

where J(h) = 'Lf:=l(y(k) - 'L{:-p hix(k-i))2 and N denotes the observation time.
The variance of the filter weights are expressed as [38],

var(hi) =

where h* = SNR/(l + SNR)sinc(i - D) represents the Wiener solution in case
of an ideal free field model and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined as
S N R = fJ; /fJ~. It has been shown in [39] that the variance of the filter coefficients
equals,

° 1 + 2SNR
var(hi ) ~ N(l + SNR)2' -P:S i :S P.

The variances of the delay estimate, var(DO), is given by

lim E[(DO(k) - DO)2]
k->oo

3(1 + 2SNR)

7T2NSNR2
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Reliability
In a strong reverberant situation the measured difference impulse is likely in error
if the source microphone distance is large. The author proposes two measurement
factors which can be used to estimate the reliability of the obtained TDOA. During
the Position Location procedure this information could be used to exclude certain
TDOA estimates that are likely to be in error. The estimate difference room impulse
response is constrained such that the norm of h 21 equals 1.

The first Reliability Factor (RFI) is defined as,

h ~

RF = 21,D
1 L-1

L:i=O,i#D Ih21,i!

In case there is only a single delay, RF1 equals infinity. In the presence of noise the
RF1 factor could become larger than 1. In the presence of strong reflections this
value becomes smaller than 1.

The second Reliability Factor (RF2 ) is defined as,

RF
2

= maxI h21
max2 h 21'

where maxI h 21 equals the maximum value of h 21 and maX2 h 21 the at one most
maximum of h 21 . It should be noticed that the value of max2 is at least 2 samples
separated from maxI. In an ideal (single delay) situation, where the delay is exactly
a multiple of the sample time, this factor becomes infinite. In worst case situations
the Reliability Factor becomes 1.

The proposed Reliability Factors are tested during one of the experiments. The
results can be found in section 3.4.2

3.3.3 Adaptive Squared Coherence Estimation

The Adaptive Squared Coherence Estimation in this section can be compared to the
Smoothed Coherence Transform discussed in section 3.2. With the difference that
in this case the squared coherence is estimated using adaptive filters.

The system configuration for this method is shown in figure 3.7. The system
consists of two LMS adaptive filters h12 and h 21 . As before, an extra delay l::,. is
used to unsure that both h 12 and h 21 are causal. The filter h 21 operates with Xl [k]
as input and x2[k] as desired signal. For h 12 the role of input and desired signal are
reversed.

The least-squares Wiener approximations for the two filters are given by:

and
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xJk]

Figure 3.7: Adaptive Squared Coherence Time Delay Estimation.

Consequently, taking the product of H 21 (ejW ) and Hi2 (e jW ) gives,

/2 (w), is the magnitude squared coherence. This quantity is the squared of the
SCOT estimator. Now /(w) is a complex quantity represented by /(w) = re- jwD ,
then /2(w) = r2e-j2wD. The phase can now be estimated directly from the phase
of /2(w). Using the inverse fourier transform of the magnitude squared coherence
the 2 times the delay corresponds to the position of the largest peak. The factor
two is caused by the fact that the phase of /2(w) is two times that of /(w). As
mentioned in the discussion regarding the SCOT operator this method is equal to
the LMSTDE result in case the power spectra GX1X1 (e jW ) and GX2X2 (e jW ) are equal.

3.3.4 Adaptive Eigenvalue Decomposition Algorithm

Previous discussed adaptive algorithms estimate the difference room impulse re
sponse, which can lead to TDOA errors in some cases. This problem can be solved by
estimating both room impulse responses. An attempt is made to explore the spatio
temporal correlation matrix in contrast to the spatio-spectral correlation matrix
that is used in High-Resolution Spectral-Estimation-Based Localization Estimators,
explained in section 2.2, to estimate both impulse responses. Initial this idea was
based on [40] and [41].

Consider M microphones where each microphone signal xm[k], m = 0 ... M - 1
consists of a filtered version of the clean source signal s[k] and some additional
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noise,
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xm[k] = hm[k] * s[k] + nm[k],

with sm[k] and nm[k] the source and noise component received at the m-th micro
phone at time k and hm[k] the room impulse response between the source and the
m-th microphone.

The goal is to estimate hm[k] from xm[k] without any knowledge of s[k]. If the
room impulse responses have length L, then

xT,dk]hj = xldk]hi

with

[xm[k] xm[k - 1] ... xm[k - L + l]]T ,

[hm,o hm,l '" hm,L-1f·

Where L-1 is the true channel order. The transmitted source signal vector at time
k can be defined as,

s[k] = [s[k] s[k - 1] ... s[k - L - K + 2f.

Where K denotes the length of the modelling filter, which will contain the estimated
room impulse responses. Correspondingly the received signal vector at time k can
be defined as,

In matrix notation,
xm = H m s+nm

where Hm is defined as the filtering matrix with dimension K x (K + L - 1) which
has a Toeplitz structure as shown by,

x[k] =

[

hm,o hm,l hm,L-1 0 0 ]
o hm0 hmL-2 hmL-1 0H - ' , ,

m- . '. . '. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .
o 0 ... hm,o hm,l ... hm,L-1

Finally combining the set of M equations into a single relation,

x[k] = 1t s[k] + n[k]

where

[
=~f~J ]

xM~dk]
is the (MK) x 1 multichannel received signal vector,

(3.16)

(3.17)

n[k] =
[

no[k]
ndk]

nM~dk]
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is the (MK) X 1 multichannel noise vector, and

is the (MK) X (K + £ - 1) channel convolution matrix, in which the individual
matrix entries are defined in equation 3.16.

The multichannel filtering matrix H plays a central role in the blind identification
problem. In particular the problem is solvable if and only if H is of full column
rank. This requirement is covered by a crucial theorem due to Tong et al. (1993)
[8], may be stated as follows:

Theorem 1 The (MK) X (K + £ - 1) channel convolutional matrix H is of full
column rank, i. e. rank(H) = K + £ - 1, provided that the following three conditions
are satisfied:

1. The polynomials

L-1

Hm(z) = L hm,k z-k for m = 0,1, ... , M-1
k=Q

have no common zeros.

2. At least one of the polynomials Hm(z), m = 0,1, ... , M -1, has the maximum
possible degree £ - 1; this condition is commonly called the channel disparity
condition.

3. The size K of the received signal vector xm[k] for each channel is greater than
£-1.

Equipped with this theorem, hereafter referred to as the filtering-matrix rank the
orem, the eigenvalue decomposition-based procedure for blind identification can be
defined.

The basic equation 3.17 provides a matrix description of an oversampled channel. A
block diagram representation of this equation is shown in figure 3.8, which may be
viewed as a condensed version of the single input, multiple output model of figure
3.9.

To proceed with a statistical characterization of the channel, the following assump
tions are made:

• The transmitted signal vector s[k] and the multichannel noise vector n[k] orig
inate from wide-sense stationary sources that are statistically independent.
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s [k] '-.-1----,>l 1£ x[k]

n[k]

Figure 3.8: Matrix representation.

s[k]

hO[iJ "9 ~ xo[k]

no[k]

x2 [k]

i n2 [k]

Figure 3.9: Single Input Multiple Output Model.

• The transmitted signal vector s[k] is zero mean and has correlation matrix

The (K +L-1) x (K +L-1) matrix RS has full column rank but is unknown.

• The additive channel noise vector nm[k] has zero mean and correlation matrix

The matrix has dimension K x K.

Accordingly the M K x 1 received vector x[k] has zero mean and a correlation matrix
defined by

RMK E[x[k]x[k]T]

E[(1ts[k] + n[kJ) (1ts[k] + n[k]f]
E[1ts[k]s[k]T1tT] + E[n[k]n[k]T]

1tRs1tT + Rn
.
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The dimension of this correlation matrix RlrK equals M K x M K. The multichannel
noise correlation matrix R n has dimensions M K x M K.

It should be noticed that the signal-induced term HRs11? has rank K + £ - 1,
which is less then the dimension M K of the correlation matrix RlrK in case K 2: £.
The sigularity of the signal-induced part of R NIK is the key feature exploited in all
subspace and eigenvalue estimation algorithms.

For convenience a two microphone case is assumed, although it is quite easy to
extend the algorithms to the case of more than two microphones.

Noiseless case

In a noiseless case R n = °and the 2K x 2K clean correlation matrix R ZK is defined
as

RX = (R11,K R 12,K)2K R X RX ,
21,K 22,K

with

The rank of the clean source correlation matrix in the noiseless case is defined as,

Rank(RZK) = min(K + £ - 1, 2K). (3.18)

Using equation 3.18 for K = £ one can see that the rank of R ZL equals 2£ - 1,
when:

• The filtering-matrix H satisfies the filtering-matrix rank theorem.

• The autocorrelation matrix of the input signal s[k] has full-rank.

It should be noticed that

and
Dim(RzL)= Dim(Range(RzL)) + Dim(Kernel(RzL))' (3.19)

In this case the null-space of R ZL has dimension 1. The vector v that belongs to,

RZLv = 0,

with v defined as,

can be calculated using the eigenvalue decomposition,

R ZL = Vx~xV~.
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The unit-norm eigenvector that belongs to the only zero eigenvalue of R 2L contains
a scaled version of both room impulse responses.

If K > L the clean source correlation matrix has rank K + L - 1, such that it's
rank-deficient and it's null-space has dimension 2K - (K + L - 1) = K - L + 1.
The null-space of R 2K contains K - L + 1 eigenvectors of length 2K, which all
contain a different filtered version of the impulse responses. Denote the null space
vectors (eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues or singular values) by gz for
1 = 0,1, ... , K - L. Then splitting each null space vector into two parts of equal
length K yields,

~l,K-L ] .

h 2,K-L

Each of the K long null space vectors represent a K - 1 order filter,

K-l

Hmz(z) = L hmZ,k z-k
k=O

1= 0, 1, ... , K - L; m = 0, 1

The null space vectors can be expressed as,

1= 0, 1, ... ,K - L; m = 0, 1 (3.20)

The zeros of the filters Hmz(z) extracted from the null space of the data, contain
the roots of the desired filters as well as some extraneous zeros. This observation
was proven by Gurelli and Nikias [42] as the basis of their EVAM algorithm. Their
observation can be stated in the following theorem (for the general M channel case).

Theorem 2 Let hmz be the partitions of the null space eigenvectors into M vectors
of length K, with Hmz(z) their equivalent filters. Then, all the filters Hmz(z) for 1=
0, ... , K - L have L -1 common roots, which constitutes the desired acoustic transfer
function Hm(z), and K - L - 1 different extraneous roots. These extraneous roots
are common for all partitions of the same vector, i.e., Hmz(z) for m = 0, ... , M-1.

Equation 3.20 can also be expressed as,

K-L

hmz n = '""" hm k . ez n-k,, L...J ' ,
k=O

or in matrix notation,
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Where Hm is defined as a (K) x (K - L + 1) Sylvester filtering matrix,

hm,o 0 0 0
hm,l hm,o 0 0

hm,l

hm,L-l 0
H m =

0 hm,L-l hm,o

0 hm,l

0 0 0 hm,L-l

and el = [el,O el,l ... el,K_L]T are vectors of the coefficients of the arbitrary un
known filters. Now with,

9 can be written as,

9 = [ ~~ ] E ~ HE.

In [41] it's shown that H can be found using the fact that E is a squared and arbitrary
matrix, which implies an inverse usually exists and by exploring the properties
explained in theorem 2. It's also shown that in case of white noise and colored noise
a solution can be found. Simulation results in [41] unfortunately pointed out that
the described method only works in high SNR cases, i.e. 60 dB-100 dB.

Instead of using the complete null-space the author investigated the possibility to
use a single eigenvector from the null-space. This single eigenvector can be divided
into two parts of equal length. In case K > L both parts contain K - L - 1
extraneous roots and L - 1 common roots (Theorem 2). Using an algorithm which
is able to estimate the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) or an approximated GCD
of both parts, the roots of the true impulse response can be obtained. This methods
works rather well for small filter lengths. In case the order of the filter is larger than
±20 it's not possible to determine the Greatest Common Divisor. This is mainly
due to the fact that the zero's can't be estimated accurately.

If K < L the clean source correlation matrix R~K has rank 2K and the corre
sponding null-space is empty. In this case the impulse responses can't be estimated.
Jacob Benesty and Arden Huang have put some effort in developing an adaptive
eigenvalue decomposition algorithm for passive acoustic source localization which
has been presented in [43, 44]. They claim to have found a way to estimate both
direct paths, using a generalization of the LMSTDE algorithm. Using an adaptive
algorithm the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the correla
tion matrix R~K is estimated. The algorithm tries to find a minimum value of the
Rayleigh coefficient, the corresponding vector will contain an estimate of the two
impulse responses. In case K equals L and the estimate correlation matrix is very
accurate, this is indeed the case. The initialization of there method is the same as
the LMSTDE algorithm presented in section 3.3.2. The delay!'::,. has been replaced
with a second filter which is initialized using h2 = 8[!'::,.]. Instead of adapting only
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one filter, they adapt both filters. The update procedure is rather ad hoc because
after every update the filter coefficients are updated in such a way that the positive
peak in one of the adaptive filters stays dominant. Nevertheless there isn't a single
motivation for this rather obscure update procedure. They claim that the estimated
filters contain the echoes of both paths. Which could indeed result in a more robust
estimate in a reverberant environment. Unfortunate this is not true. In case K = L
it can indeed be shown that this algorithm works without the peculiar update in
an ideal situation. In case K > L the algorithm can converge to any solution that
satisfies the error criteria. The ad hoc update will constrain the algorithm but has
no physical meaning at all. In the case K < L the algorithm will converge to one
of the eigenvectors belonging to the signal subspace, which absolutely doesn't con
tain a partial estimate of the impulse responses. Again only an ad hoc update will
make sure the estimated filters will be constrained. But they don't add any useful
information with respect to the estimated room impulse responses.

Spatio-temporally white noise

If additive white noise is present the previously mentioned eigenvalue decomposition
procedure can be used to determine both hi and h 2• Assuming that the clean source
signal s[k] and the noise component nm[k] are uncorrelated,

(3.21)

where R~ is defined as the clean correlation matrix which rank equals 2L - 1.
From the eigenvalue decomposition of the noisy source correlation matrix, R~L =

V xLlxvI. In case the noise is spatio-temporally white, i.e. R~L = (J~I. Where I
has dimension 2L x 2L. In this case the eigenvector decomposition of R~L can be
expressed as

R~L = Vx(Lls + (J~I)V;.

The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (J~ contains a scaled version
of the impulse responses. In case K > L a similar procedure as described in the
noiseless case can be used.

Spatio-temporally colored noise

In a real reverberant environment it is very likely that spatia-temporally colored
noise is present, which is the case when the noise is directional, e.g. from a ceiling
fan or an overhead projector. When Spatio-temporally colored noise is present both
room impulse responses can still be determined.

Classical ways to remove added noise are beamforming, spectral subtracting and
by means of a reference signal. In this case an eigenvalue decomposition will be
used.

Using a generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD) of R~L and R~L or using
the eigenvalue decomposition of a prewhitened noisy source correlation matrix both
impulse responses can be identified. In both cases R~£l has to be known or has to
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(3.22)

be estimated. Estimation of R 2L can be performed during noise-only periods, e.g.
using a voice activity decoder (VAD). The assumption is made that R 2L is full rank.

GEVD The generalized eigenvalue decomposition of R 2Land R 2L is defined as [45]

{
R2L = QAxQT
R 2L = QAnQT

with Q an invertible, but not necessarily orthogonal matrix. From equation
3.21 and 3.22 it follows that

(R2L)-lR~ (R2L)-1(R2L - R 2L )
= (QAnQT)-l (QAxQT - QAnQT)

Q-TA~lQ-1 Q(Ax - An)QT
Q-T(A~IAx - I)QT

(3.23)

Since (R2L)-lR~ has rank 2£ - 1, one and only one of the values of the
diagonal matrix A~lAx is equal to 1. Therefore a column q of Q-T exists for
which

(R2L)-lR~q = 0,

such that R 2Lq = O. Since the dimension of the null-space of R~ is 1, the
vector q contains a scaled version of the impulse responses.

Prewhitened The prewhitened correlation matrix R~L is defined as

R
X

_ (Rn )-T/2Rx (Rn )-1/22L - 2L 2L 2L

with (R2L )-1/2 the Cholesky-factor of the noise correlation matrix R 2L , such
that

R n - (Rn )T/2(Rn )1/22L - 2L 2L'

The eigenvalue decomposition of R~L is defied as,

-x - --T
R 2L = VxAxVx ,

it follows that,

R~~ = (R2L)-T/2R~(R2L)-1/2

(R2L )-T/2(R2L - R 2L)(R2L )-1/2
- - -T
V x(Ax - I)Vx .

Since R~~ has rank 2£ - 1, one of the values of the diagonal matrix Ax is 1
and a column y of V x exists for which

R
CX

- - (Rn )-T/2Rcx (Rn )-1/2- - 02L V - 2L 2L 2L V -

such that R~(R2L)-1/2y= O. Since the dimension of the null-space of R 2L
is 1, the vector (R2L )-1/2y contains a scaled version of the impulse responses.
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Above algorithms may look very different but are equivalent since,

and
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In case K > L a similar procedure as described in the noiseless case can be used to
estimate both impulse responses.

3.3.5 Theory versus practice

In theory Adaptive Eigenvalue Decomposition methods seem to provide a possible
solution in which both channels can be estimated. In this section one important
problem will be addressed, namely the robustness of the noise- or null-space of the
temporal-spatio correlation matrix. Earlier published papers regarding the previous
discussed methods did not pay much attention to this subject, which is strange
because it is of great importance.

Robustness of Noise- and Null-space

Mathematicians have studied the sensitivity of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for many
years. The theory around this subject is commonly called the Perturbation The
ory. In general the theory is used for two reasons. First, the results are often of
use in the design and analysis of algorithms. Second, to predict the sensitivity of
eigenpairs (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) due to round-off errors. In our application
a much bigger error is introduced due to the approximation of the temporal-spatio
correlation matrix.

For simplicity the case K = L is addressed. In a noiseless case the dimension of
the null-space equals 1. In case of noise there is no null-space and the correlation
matrix becomes full-rank. Although there is no null-space it's allowed to talk about
a noise-space. As has been shown in the previous section the eigenvalues related to
this noise-space are equal to the variance of the noise. In case of ideal temporal
spatio white noise the eigenvector that belongs to this noise-space is equivalent to
the eigenvector in the noiseless case and contains the exact room impulse response
(up to a constant multiplication).

In case the noise is not perfectly white or balanced between the sensors the
eigenpairs are disturbed. First, the eigenvalue and eigenvector sensitivity is an
alyzed. The foundation of the analysis is based on the results found in [45]. The
derivation of both the eigenvalue sensitivity and eigenvector sensitivity can be found
in appendix A and is slightly different from [45].

Let R be an n x n matrix, and let A be an simple eigenvalue [45] of R, corre
spondingly there are vectors x -I- 0 and y -I- 0 such that

Rx = AX and yH R = AyH.
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(3.24)

Then x is called R's right eigenvector, y is called R's left eigenvector.

Eigenvalue sensitivity
Suppose R is perturbed to R == R + <5R, and consequently A is perturbed to ), ==
A+ <5A. If II<5RI12 = £ is sufficiently small then,

<5A = yH~R)x + 0(£2).
Y X

This implies

I<5AI ~ 11~~~~"2 II<5RI12 + 0(£2).

The derivation for this formula can be found in appendix A. cond(A) is called A'S
individual condition number and is defined as

cond(A) = 11~~~~"2 = SecantL(x,y) Ily11211x112'

In case IIxl12 = Ilyl b = 1 the condition number is equal to the Secant function
between the left and right eigenvectors of R. If cond( A) is large then Ais regarded as
ill-conditioned. Which implies that R is near a matrix having multiple eigenvalues.

If R is Hermitian then the right eigenvector x corresponding to the eigenvalue A
is also the left eigenvector y. If follows that the angle between x and y is zero and
the SecantL(x, y) = 1 minus the smallest possible value. It may be concluded that
the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix are perfectly conditioned.

Eigenvector sensitivity
Suppose n x n matrix R has n distinct eigenvalues Ai with corresponding left and
right eigenvectors Xi and Yi for i = 1,2, ... n. Normalize Xi and Yi such that Ilxi 112 =
IIYjl\2 = 1 for all i and j. Suppose Rand Xk are perturbed to R == R + <5R and
x == x + <5x. If II<5RI12 = £ is sufficient small, then for k=1,2, ... n

~ yf (<5R)Xk 2
Xk(£) = xk + L. ( _ .) H . Xj + 0(£ ).

j=l,ji'k Ak AJ Yj XJ

The derivation for this formula can be found in appendix A. These equations imply
that for k=1,2, ... n

Because the eigenvector sensitivity is depending on the absolute distance to other
eigenvalues the eigenvalue distribution plays an important role. With a linear distri
bution the distance to the other eigenvalues is equal for every eigenvalue. The block
toeplitz correlation matrix has a very typical eigenvalue distribution as shown in
figure 3.10. In figure 3.10 two examples are given, one represents the eigenvalue dis
tribution in case of two random channel impulse responses (Eigenvalues 2) and the
other of two random channel impulse responses with an exponential decay (Eigen
values 1). In case of such a typical distribution the distance to the other eigenvalues
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is different for every eigenvalue. Because the matrix R is Hermitian it is assumed
that the condition number of the eigenvalues equal 1. The result of the second term
of equation (3.24),

with respect to the typical distribution (Eigenvalues 2) in (figure 3.10) is shown in
figure 3.11. From this result it becomes clear that the eigenvectors that belong to
small eigenvalues are more sensitive to perturbations of the matrix than eigenvec
tors that belong to larger eigenvalues. When extracting the eigenvectors that belong
to the kernel of the correlation matrix, the eigenvectors that belong to the small
est eigenvalues are of interest. Especially in this region of interest, the difference
between the other eigenvalues is small which results in very sensitive eigenvectors.

I

I
2.5

Figure 3.10: Typical Eigenvalue Distributions.

6000

5000

Figure 3.11: Result of the second term of equation (3.24).
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With this knowledge it's allowed to conclude that eigenanalysis of large temporal
spatio correlation matrices, with the intention to extract the kernel of the matrix,
is practical impossible due to the high sensitivity. In a practical environment it's
impossible to get estimates of such high accuracy.

Example
To demonstrate the sensitivity a toeplitz matrix A and a perturbation matrix B is
defined:

A=

10 9
9 10
8 9
7 8
6 7
5 6
4 5
3 4
2 3
1 2

8 7 6
987
10 9 8
9109
8 9 10
789
678
567
456
3 4 5

5
6
7
8
9
10
9
8
7
6

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9
8
7

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9
8

2 1
3 2
4 3
5 4
6 5
7 6
8 7
9 8
10 9
9 10

B=

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

The singular values from matrix A and matrix A + B are shown in table 3.2.

matrix A matrix A + B
67.8404 67.8569
20.4317 20.4039
4.4560 4.4615
2.4259 2.4518
1.3959 1.3630
1.0000 1.0207
0.7561 0.7563
0.6298 0.6171
0.5516 0.5624
0.5125 0.5065

Table 3.2: Singular values of matrix A and A + B.
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Singularvector corresponding to largest singularvalue
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Singularvector corresponding to smallest singularvalue
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I

I

I
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Figure 3.12: Singular vectors of matrix A and A+B.

The right (RSV) and left (LSV) singular vectors which correspond respectively
to the largest and smallest singular values are calculated for matrix A and for matrix
A + B. The result is shown in table 3.12.

From this rather simple example, that supports the theory, it can be noticed
that even a small perturbation can disturb the singular vectors. Also the difference
in sensitivity between the singular vectors that belong to the largest singular value
and the singular vector that belongs to the smallest singular value is clearly visible.
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3.4 Experiments and Results

In this section the results of some experiments are presented. First a more detailed
description of the experimental environment is given. Next the complexity of the
RIR and dRIR is studied and finally the results of some TDOA measurement are
presented.

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

Simulation results are obtained in a small Acoustic Lab (figure 3.13). The micro-

l-
I

Left

Right

Center

L~~+- C, =-~J
Figure 3.13: Floorplan

phones used are omni-directional (ECM8000). The microphone signals are amplified
using a professional amplifier (Ultragain Pro MIC2200) and are recorded using a pro
fessional, multi input / multi output, EWS88MT sound card from Terratec. The
source signals are played on the same computer using the same sound card.

3.4.2 Difference Room Impulse Response

The intention of the experiment is to show how source-microphone distances can
effect the estimated room impulse response (RIR) and difference room impulse re
sponse (dRIR).

The difference room impulse responses used in this section are obtained using a
room impulse response measurement system that was already available. The room
impulse responses and difference room impulse responses are sampled at 8 KHz, the
length of the modelling filter was set to 512 coefficients. The results shown in figure
3.15-3.18 are interpolated with a factor of 2 to improve the accuracy.

The setup of test is shown in figure 3.14. First the distance between the source
and microphone 1 (RIs) was fixed at 2 meters and the distance between the source
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and microphone 2 (R2s ) was adjusted. This adjustment has been made by increasing
the distance between the microphones (R I2 ). During the second test the distance
R ls was increased to 4 meters.

t

'-----+'I--------~·---+--

n
\

\ '"

i
l__:_b<~

---+--------+I---T
Figure 3.14: Floorplan

The 'true' TDOA (D) has been calculated using both the estimates of hI and h 2 ,

D = arg max hl,i - argmaxh2,i'
2 2

The TDOA (D) has been estimated using

D = argmaxh21 ,i'
2

The results of the eight measurements are shown in table 3.3.

R ls R I2 D D RFI RF2

2m 10 cm 0 0 0.6019 8.2308
2m 50 cm 2 2 0.4647 3.6543
2m 100 cm 11 11 0.2062 1.2008
2m 200 cm 37 36 0.1608 1.3049
4m lOcm 0 0 0.5346 4.5825
4m 50 cm 2 2 0.2710 1.8728
4m 100 cm 7 8 0.1468 1.0878
4m 200 cm 22 84 0.1907 1.5554

Table 3.3: True and estimated TDOA's.

The results show that the dRIR will become more complex when the distance
between the source and the microphone is increased. This is caused due the the
fact that the arriving reflections at both microphones are different. An other effect
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of increasing microphone distance is related to the SNR at both microphones. The
SNR can differ depending on the position of the source.

In case the direct wave of both paths contain the largest amount of energy the
position of the peak of the difference room impulse response will reassemble the
true TDOA. The distance between the microphones effects the complexity of the
difference room impulse response but this does not imply that the position of the
peak has to be false. Simply because the reflections at both microphone positions are
different does not mean that the direct wave does not contain the largest amount of
energy. For this reason the proposed Reliability Factors introduced in the previous
section have to be used with great care.

A practical note; the room impulses shown here all contain a rather large peak
just behind the peak corresponding to the direct wave. This peak is caused by the
reflection against the wall behind the microphone array. It can easily be suppressed
by placing an absorbable material behind the array. Experiments have shown that
this rather small modification reduces the complexity of the difference room impulse
response.

3.4.3 LMSTDE

Some experiments have been performed to verify the accuracy of the estimated
TDOA using the LMSTDE estimating procedure described in section 3.3.2. Three
microphone signals were recorded at 44.1 KHz and processed off-line using Matlab.
The setup of the experiment is shown in figure 3.13. An Normalized LMS algorithm
has been used to estimate the difference room impulse response. The step-size was
set to 0.05 and the length of the modelling filter was set to 512. The filter coefficients
have been interpolated with a factor of 10 to increase the accuracy. The estimated
TDOA (D) is equal to the position of the peak relative to the delay 6.

The source was positioned in the left, center and right of the microphone array.
Because the source signal is known the impulse responses could be measured to
estimate the true TDOA (table 3.4) and to compare it with the estimated TDOA.
The speed of sound was about 346.86 mls (260 Celsius).

Source Location Rls R 2s R3s RI2 R23

left 230.5 cm 250.5 cm 278.0 cm -20.0 cm -27.5 cm
center 303.0 cm 300 cm 304.5 cm +3.0 cm -4.5 cm

right 345.5 cm 312.5 cm 284.0 cm +33.0 cm +27.5 cm
Source Location DI2 D23 DI3

left -25.3 -35.5 -60.8
center +4.3 -5.9 -1.6

right +42.0 +35.9 +77.8

Table 3.4: True TDOA values.
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Figure 3.15: Room Impulse Responses at R ls = 2m.
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Figure 3.16: Difference Room Impulse Responses at R ls = 2m.
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Figure 3.17: Room Impulse Responses at Rls = 4m.
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Figure 3.18: Difference Room Impulse Responses at Rls = 4m.
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For this experiments two input signals are used. First, a white noise signal was
used. The mean value of the estimated TDOA's, over a period of 5 seconds, are
shown in table 3.5. Second, a speech signal was used, the result of this experiment
is shown in table 3.6. The variance of the TDOA measured during the second
experiment was larger compared to the variance of the first experiment which was
approximately zero. This was mainly cased due to the speech fragment used, which
consisted of short words. Nevertheless the mean TDOA values are accurate.

Source Location mean(D12) mean(D23 ) mean(D13)

left -25.4 -35.3 -60.9
center 4.5 -6.0 -1.4

right 42.0 35.8 77.8

Table 3.5: Mean and variance of the estimated TDOA's, using a white noise source,
over a period of 5 seconds.

Source Location mean(D12 ) mean(D23 ) mean(D13 )

left -25.5 -35.4 -60.8
center 4.5 -5.8 -1.3

right 42.2 35.9 77.6

Table 3.6: Mean and variance of the estimated TDOA's, using a speech source, over
a period of 5 seconds.

3.5 Conclusions

An overview of existing algorithms for Time Delay Estimation have been presented
in this chapter. It is shown that the LMSTDE procedure is an adaptive implemen
tation of the Generalized Cross-Correlation technique in combination with a Roth
filter weighting. The side effects of reverberation have been addressed. In many
cases estimating the difference room impulse response is a perfect method for Time
Delay Estimation. In strong reverberant environments or large source-microphone
distances this method could fail. Estimating both paths, from source to microphone
1 and microphone 2, will result in a more robust TDE procedure. The method de
scribed in this chapter uses the noise-space of the temporal-spatio correlation matrix
to find an exact solution. Although this methods works well in theory it is not of
any practical use because of the high sensitivity of eigenvectors and eigenvalues.

The experiments with respect to the difference room impulse responses could be
extended. The reverberation parameter which is very important was fixed during
these experiments due to practical limitations.

The adaptive Time Delay Estimation algorithm used in this chapter was imple
mented in time domain. For some other test, not presented here, a more efficient
implementation in frequency domain has been used. These frequency domain im
plementations have not been addressed because they do not lead to fundamental
different answers.



Chapter 4

Time Delay Estimation:
Multiple Sources

In literature TDE estimation algorithms only deal with single sources. In practice
this is generally not the case. Especially in a video conference environment multiple
temporal-spatio correlated sources are usually present. Additional to the active
speaker there are often noise source present, for example a ceiling fan, projector fan
or PC. Ultimately one would like to estimate one TDOA for each source present in
the room.

In section 4.1 a model will be presented which can be used in a multi source
environment. In section 4.2 a multi source situation is addressed. Simulation results
will be presented in section 4.3.

4.1 Multiple Source Model

Diffuse noise, Le. noise with low spatial coherence, reduces the SNR of the frequency
bands where it is mainly concentrated. However, this does not bias the coefficient,
related to the dominant acoustic source, of the filter obtained using a LMSTDE pro
cedure significantly. Noise components with high spatial coherence, on the contrary,
may act as competitive sources and introduce ambiguity in the delay estimation
procedure that assumes a single dominant acoustic source active at every instant.

In case there are N sources present the signals add at each microphone. The
reverberant model (3.3) can be extended,

N

xj[k] = L gji * sdk] + nj[k].
i=l

47

(4.1)
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4.2 LMSTDE in case of multiple sources

In this section the performance of the LMSTDE algorithm is addressed in the
presents of high spatial coherence noise. At this point it is assumed that there
is one source and one noise signal present. Both source and noise signal are mixed.
A representation of the mixing model can be found in figure 4.1.

Sj[kj

~ .[ gl1=t ~
xj[kj

•

E /

;-; '"
s2[kj / .[ g22 x2[kj

+

Figure 4.1: Mixing Model.

The impulse responses gn and g12 are related to the source signal. The other
impulse responses, respectively g21 and g22 are related to the noise source. Using
the model both microphone signals xdk] and x2[k] can be expressed as

xI[k] gn * sdk] + gI2 * s2[k] + ndk],

x2[k] g21 * sl[k] + g22 * s2[k] + n2[k].

Using the same LMSTDE algorithm as discussed in section 3.3.2 of chapter 3 the
filter H (e jW ) is estimated. The input signals, filter output signal and error signal
can be expressed as,

XI(e jW
)

X 2 ( ejW
)

Y(e jW
)

E(ejW
)

G ll . 81 (e jW
) + G12 · 82(e jW

)

G21 . 81 (e jW
) + G22 . 82(e jW

)

H(ejW ) • X 2 (ejW )

XI(e jW
) - Y(e jW

)

Using the orthogonality principle [8] the derivation continues. It's assumed that
both source signals 81 and 82 are uncorrelated.

E[E* Y]
E[X;Y]

HE[GllG~1818i+ G12G22828~]

o
E[Y*Y]

H* HE[G2IG~1818i+ G22G~2828~]

H(ejW ) = Gn G2IE[818i] + GI2G22E[8282']
IG2I I2E[8I8i] + IG221 2E[828i]
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As an example Gji is defined as e-jwTji and E[SiS;] equals af. Which yields,

or in time-domain,

49

Note that h[n] is causal if and only if 711 - 721 2: 0 and 712 - 722 2: O. Using the
extra delay incorporated in the LMSTDE algorithm, h[n] can be shifted in time to
ensure a causal filter h[n].

In case the power of both sources, measured at the position of the microphones,
is almost equal, two well separated peaks will be visible. In case both time delays are
almost similar the peaks will be closely spaced, which makes it hard or impossible
to determine the true TDOA.

In case the power of the interfering noise source is larger compared to desired
source signal the main peak will be an estimate of the TDOA with respect to the
noise source rather than the desired source signal. Interfering noise sources that are
close to either of the microphones should be avoided at all cost.

In most practical situations the interfering noise is much smaller compared to
the desired source so the desired TDOA can still be obtained. Moments in which
the desired source is absent the TDOA of the interfering noise source could be de
termined. For this reason it makes sense to classify which type of source is detected.
This information could be used to cluster multiple sources.

4.3 Simulation

A basic off-line simulation has been performed using two uncorrelated zero-mean
white noise sources. An ideal-free field model is assumed and the propagation delays
are defined as;

711 1

721 11

712 5

722 25

Which results in two different TDOAs, D 1 = -10 and D2 = -20. During the first
simulation the power of source one and two were equal, al = 1. During the second
simulation the power of source two was reduced, ai = 0.25.

The estimated difference impulse responses are presented in figure 4.2 and 4.3.
Both TDOA could be estimated from these difference room impulse responses.
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0'1- l

Figure 4.2: Two sources with (Jt = 1 and (J~ = 1.

I
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Figure 4.3: Two sources with (Jr = 1 and (J~ = 0.25.

4.4 Conclusions

As shown in this chapter the LMSTDE algorithm can be used in a multi source
scenario. In a multiple source scenario multiple peaks will appear representing the
TDOA of different sources. The position of the dominant peak represents the TDOA
of the strongest source from the viewpoint of the microphone array.

Bind Source Separation (BSS) techniques which directly estimate the difference
room impulse responses have been investigated to obtain both dRIR's separately.
Unfortunately these algorithms were not capable of estimating the difference room
impulse response belonging to the weaker source.

It is the author's humble opinion that Multiple Time Delay Estimation is not
the solution for Multiple Acoustic Source Localization. Especially in case of non
continuous sources, like human talkers. Taking advantage of a-priori knowledge
about the behavior of the source, e.g. human talkers normally don't speak simulta
neous, does make the single source model valid and useful in practice. The detection
of multiple sources should be solved at a higher level rather than using advance signal
processing algorithms.
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Position Location

Once the TDOA estimates have been obtained, they can be used to calculate the
location of the acoustic source. Since equations describing source localization issues
are highly nonlinear, the estimation and quantization errors introduced in the Time
Delay Estimation step will be magnified more with some methods than others.

A mathematical model that is used by these algorithms is discussed first, which
is then followed by a survey of algorithms that can be used for solving hyperbolic
equations.

Information presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4 gives a better insight with respect
to the accuracy of the position location given a set of TDOA's. In section 5.3 it
is shown that the spatial resolution is non-uniformly distributed across the room.
Section 5.4 focuses on the problem of optimal microphone placement. A number of
simulation results are presented in section 5.5.

5.1 The Position Location Problem

The problem addressed here is the determination of the position location of an
acoustic source given the array geometry and relative TDOA measurements among
different microphone pairs. The problem can be stated mathematically in the fol
lowing way:

A microphone array of N + 1 microphones is located at,

in Cartesian coordinates. The first microphone (i = 0) is regarded as the reference
and placed at the origin of the coordinate system, i.e. ro = (0,0,0). The acoustic
source is located at r s ~ (xs,Ys, zs)T. The distance from the origin to the i-th
microphone and the source are denoted by Ri and R s , respectively.

Jx; + yl + zl,
Jx~ + y~ + z;.
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The distance between the source ad the i-th microphone is denoted by,

The distance difference between microphones i and j from the source is given by,

dij~Ris-Rjs, i,j=O, ... ,N. (5.2)

The difference is usually termed as the range difference and is proportional to the
time delay of arrival with the speed of sound,

where the speed of sound (in meters per second) can be estimated from the tem
perature tair (in degrees Celsius) according to the following approximate first-order
formula,

c ~ 331 + 0.610 x tair'

The localization problem then is to estimate r s given the set of ri and Dij' Note

that there are (Ni1)N distinct TDOA estimates Dij which exclude the case i = j
and count the Dij = - Dji only once. However in the absence of noise, the space
spanned by such TDOA estimates is of N dimensions. Any N linearly independent
TDOAs determine all the rest. In a noisy environment the TDOA redundancy can
be utilized to improve the accuracy of the localization algorithms, at the expense
of increasing the computational complexity of the corresponding source localization
algorithm. For simplicity and also without loss of generality, DiQ, i = 0, ... ,N is
used as the basis of such an IRN space.

5.2 Position Location Techniques

When microphones are arbitrarily placed, which is a typical scenario, the position
fix becomes more complex. Apart from complexity, another issue that is important
here is the consistency of the system of equations. If the set of nonlinear hyperbolic
equations equals the number of unknown coordinates of the source, then the sys
tem is consistent and a unique solution can be determined from either closed form
formulas or iterative algorithms. For example, if one wants to determine the posi
tion of an acoustic source in a 2-D system using three microphones, resulting in two
TDOA measurements at microphones 2 and 3 relative to microphone 1, which yields
to a consistent system as there will be two equations to solve for two unknowns.
However, this method is very sensitive to estimation and quantization errors that
may exist in the measured TDOAs. If the system is inconsistent, i.e., there are
redundant range difference measurements, then the problem of solving the position
location (PL) of the source becomes more difficult because no unique solution exists
but the accuracy is increased dramatically. This may happen when more than three
microphones are used to have redundant TDOA measurements for a 2-D solution.
Hence, it is an important issue whether an algorithm is able to optimally solve in
consistent systems of equations or not. Other issues are computational complexity
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of the algorithms, their ability to provide exact solutions, the risk of convergence
to a local minimum for iterative algorithms if the starting 'seed' is bad, and the
requirement of some a priori information for the algorithms to work.

In order to avoid solving a set of hyperbolic equations whose solution is very
sensitive to noise, the position localization problem can be reorganized into a set of
spherical equations. The acoustic source is potentially located on a group of spheres
centered at the microphones.

Consider the distance from the i-th microphone to the acoustic source. From the
definition of the range difference (5.2) and the fact that Ros = Rs ,

From the Pythagorean theorem, RTs can also be written as,

Which yields,
(Rs + diO )2 = R; - 2r[r s + R;,

or equivalently,

Putting the N equations together and writing them into a matrix form,

AO=b,

where,

(5.3)

(5.4)

A ~ [8 IRI, 8 ~ [~: :: ~:],R~ [ :i: ]
o~ [ ~:] b ~ ~ [ ~l =~: ]

R s R 2 - d2
N NO

By introducing one supplemental variable, the source range Rs , the position location
problem is linearized. The spherical equations are linear in r s given Rs and vice
versa. This set of spherical equations can be expanded into an over-determined sys
tem. Therefore, the locators that try to solve (5.4) can take advantage of redundant
microphone signals to achieve more accurate estimation performance without dra
matically increasing their computational complexity. A disadvantage of this method
is introduced due to the fact that all TDOA are relative to microphone zero, which
limits the freedom of placing microphone across the room.

Following is a survey of eight algorithms found in literature that are able to deal
with situations when the microphones are arbitrarily placed.
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Friedlander's Method Friedlander's method utilizes a Least Squares (LS) and a
Weighted LS (WLS) error criterion to solve for the position location estimate [23]. It
has been shown in [46] that the LS solution provides the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimate, if the range difference errors are uncorrelated and Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and equal variances. If the variances are equal, then the WLS is the
ML estimate. However, a problem exists because the variances are either not known
a priori or are difficult to estimate. Friedlander's simulation results indicated that
when using four microphones the LS and WLS solutions were identical. However, for
more than four microphones, the WLS PL solution outperformed the LS PL solution.
This method assumes that Rs is independent of x and y in (5.3) and thus is able
to eliminate Rs from those equations. This method does reduce the computational
complexity as compared to other solutions but is suboptimal, as compared to some
of them, because it eliminates a fundamental relationship.

Spherical-Intersection Method The spherical-intersection (SX) method [47, 22]
is another commonly used approach. It assumes that Rs is known and solves x and
y in terms of Rs from (5.4). The least squares solution of (5.1) is then used to find
the Rs and hence, x and y. Since R s is assumed to be constant in the first step,
the degree of freedom to minimize the second norm of the error vector, 'IjJ, used
in the solution is reduced [24]. The solution obtained is therefore suboptimal as
demonstrated in [48, 49].

Spherical-Interpolation Method Another approach called the spherical-inter
polation (SI) method [22, 48, 49], first solves x and y in terms of Rs , then inserts
the intermediate result back into (5.3) to generate equations in the unknown R s

only. Substituting the computed Rs values that minimize the LS equation error to
the intermediate result produces the final result. One drawback to the SI method
is its inability to produce a solution if the number of unknowns is equal to the
number of equations based on the TDOA estimates, which may occur in certain
situations. The SI method was shown in [48] to provide an order of magnitude
greater noise immunity than the SX method. Although the SI performs better than
the SX method, it assumes the three variables x, y and Rs in (5.3) to be independent
and eliminates Rs from those equations. Consequently, the solution is suboptimal
because this relationship is ignored. The method proposed by Friedlander and the
SI method have been shown in [23] to be mathematically equivalent.

Divide-and-Conquer Method A Divide and Conquer (DAC) method, proposed
by Abel [50]], consists of dividing the TDOA measurements into groups, each hav
ing a size equal to the number of unknowns. Solution of the unknowns is calculated
for each group, then appropriately combined to provide a final solution. Although
this method can achieve optimum performance, the solution uses stochastic approx
imation and requires that the Fisher information be sufficiently large. The Fisher
information matrix (F1M) is the inverse of the Cramer-Rao Matrix Bound (CRMB)
[5]. The estimator provides optimum performance when the errors are small, thus
implying a low-noise threshold in which the method deviates from the CRLB. This
method requires an equal number of range difference measurements in each group,
and as a result, the TDOA estimates from the remaining sensors cannot be used to
improve accuracy.
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Taylor-Series Method Another method to obtain precise estimate at reasonable
noise levels is the Taylor-series method [51, 52]. The Taylor-series method linearizes
the set of equations in (5.2) by Taylor-series expansion, then uses an iterative method
to solve the system of linear equations. The iterative method begins with an initial
guess and improves the estimate at each iteration by determining the local linear
least-square (LS) solution. The Taylor-series can provide accurate results and is ro
bust. It can also make use of redundant measurements to improve the PL solution.
However, it requires a good initial guess and can be computationally intensive. For
most situations, linearization of the nonlinear equations does not introduce unac
ceptable errors in the position location estimate. However, linearization can intro
duce significant errors when determining a PL solution in bad geometric dilution
of precision (GDOP) situations. GDOP describes a situation in which a relatively
small ranging error can result in a large position location error because the source
is located on a portion of hyperbola far away from both microphones. It has been
shown by Bancroft [53] that eliminating the second order terms can lead to signif
icant errors in this situation. The effect of linearization of hyperbolic equations on
the position location solution is also explored by Nicholson in [54, 55].

Fang's Method For arbitrarily placed microphones and a consistent system of
equations in which the number of equations equals the number of unknown source
coordinates to be solved, Fang [56] provides an exact solution to the equations of
(5.3). However, his solution does not make use of redundant measurements made
at additional microphones to improve position location accuracy. Furthermore, his
method experiences an ambiguity problem due to the inherent squaring operation.
These ambiguities can be resolved using a priori information or through the use
of symmetry properties. Unlike the algorithms mentioned previously, this method
provides a closed form and exact solution and it is also computationally less intensive
than the Taylor-series method.

Chan's Method A non-iterative solution to the hyperbolic position estimation
problem which is capable of achieving optimum performance for arbitrarily placed
sensors was proposed by Chan [24]. The solution is in closed-form and valid for both
distant and close sources. When TDOA estimation errors are small, this method
is an approximation to the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. Chan's method
performs significantly better than the SI method and has a higher noise threshold
than the DAC method before the performance deviates from the Cramer-Rao lower
bound. Furthermore, it provides an explicit solution form that is not available in the
Taylor-series method. It is also better than Fang's method as it can take advantage
of redundant measurements like the Taylor-series method. However, it needs a priori
information to resolve an ambiguity in its calculations like the Fang's method.

Linear Correction Method In [57] a Linear Correction Least Squares is proposed.
The LCLS algorithm is more practical, compared to Chan's method, by making no
assumptions about the noise covariance. It has been shown that the LCLS algorithm
is a good compromise of small bias and low variance.

In the light of the above discussion, it is concluded that the methods that can
be practically used for solving hyperbolic equations are the Taylor-series method,
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Fang's method, Chan's method and the Linear Correction method. Among these,
Fang's and Chan's methods provide a closed form exact solution which is not avail
able with the Taylor-series and Linear Correction method which are less computa
tionally intensive. The Taylor-series method also carries the risk of converging to
a local minimum, given a bad starting position. On the other hand, the Taylor
series, Chan's and the Linear Correction method can make use of any redundant
measurements, if occasionally available.

In order to estimate the position of the source from the measured data in chapter
3 a closed form solution is derived. During this experiment only three microphone
signals were recorded, which allow us to determine a 2 dimensional position fix.
Because the position of the microphones are linear depended, matrix A from (5.4)
will be singular. Because there exists a linear relation between Xi and Yi, Xi = aYi+b,
the position of the source can be expressed using X s and R s. The Ys position is now
equal to JR; - x~. Both ri and r s are now redefined as,

ri (Xi, Yif,

r s (xs ,Ysf·

The microphones are placed at,

rO (0, of,
rl (-50, of,
r2 (50, of·

Calculation (5.3) for RlO and R20 yields,

In matrix notation,

In case both dlO and d20 are measured X s and Rs can be solved using,
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When redundant TDOA measurements are available. There are a number of
ways to solve this system of linear equations. The range difference errors will effect
some methods more then others. Some methods require a priori knowledge about
the covariance of the noise and some don't. During the simulation in section 5.5 a
Least Squares method is used to solve B.

IIAB - bll~,

argmin(AB - bf(AB - b).
()

Which results in,

with

Above equations are used during the simulation presented in section 5.5.

5.3 Spatial resolution

The accuracy of the position location depends on the spatial resolution of the TDOA
measurements that are used. In this section it is shown that the spatial resolution
is non-uniformly distributed across the room.

The position location accuracy depends on the accuracy of the the measured
TDOA's, i.e. the range differences, that are obtained. In general a discrete TDE
algorithm will be used, resulting in a discrete TDOA and range difference. In chap
ter 3 it's already mentioned that the accuracy can be increased by interpolating
adjacent filter coefficients. In theory the TDOA and hence range difference can
be obtained with infinite precision. Increasing the resolution using interpolation is
however limited by the SNR of the signal. There is however an other possibility
to increase the spatial resolution, namely increasing the microphone distance. By
increasing the distance between the microphones the range difference (dij ) increases
for almost all source positions in the room. This effect is illustrated in figure 5.1.
Here discrete range differences were calculated across the room using different mi
crophone distances, each gray level represents a different range difference value. To
emphasize the effect a rather low sample frequency of 8 KHz was used. The results
show a clear increase in spatial resolution for increasing inner microphone distances.

In figure 5.2 the absolute TDOA is shown using R12 = 50 cm and R12 = 200
cm for all x at y = 100 cm. From this example it can easily be noticed that the
resolution has increased with a factor of 4 by increasing the microphone distance.
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Figure 5.2: Spatial Resolution for R12 = 50cm and R 12 = 200cm at y = 100cm.
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In figure 5.3 the TDOA is plotted for different angles. The distance Rs from the
center of the microphone array to the source was fixed at 25cm and 200cm. From
this illustration it is clearly visible that the spatial resolution decreases when the
source-array angle increases.
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Figure 5.3: Spatial Resolution for Rs = 25cm and Rs = 200cm at different angles.

In figure 5.4 the TDOA is plotted at y = lOOcm and y = 400cm. From this
illustration it is clearly visible that the spatial resolution decreases when the source
array distance increases.
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Figure 5.4: Spatial Resolution at y = lOOcm and y = 400cm (R12 = 200cm).
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Above observations are extremely useful and gain more insight with respect to the
PL problem. Without using complex derivations which describe TDOA distributions
the effect of noise can easily be understood. In case more TDOA measurements are
used the accuracy is increased significantly as will be shown in section 5.5.

Combing the results of chapter 3 it has become clear that for source localization
purposes the distance of the microphone should be as large as possible. The distance
is however limited by a number of factors, i.e. the dimension and reverberation time
of the room and the radiation pattern of the acoustic source.

5.4 Optimal Microphone Placement

Sensor placement is the one parameter of the system over which there is a consider
able degree of freedom at installation time and no further control afterwards. While
algorithms can be modified on the fly based on gathered statistics, and the room
characteristics should be assumed to be unchangeable (any acoustic characteristic
modifications required for proper installation are a major inconvenience and defeat
the intent of microphone array use), microphone sensor placement may be chosen
within a reasonable set of constraints.

It has already become clear that the microphone placement effect the localiza
tion performance. It is therefore desirable to place the sensors so that placement
will maximize performance based on expected system use characteristics. In case
the primary goal of the complete system should be to obtain a high-fidelity sound
capture and objective measurement of that quality is the SNR expression. Other
parameters may be used to define quality of performance as well:

• Position estimate accuracy for application requiring position estimation as a
output.

• Word recognition scores for applications using the array system as an input
to a speech recognizer.

• Opinion scores of speech quality. These can be used as a better measure of
capture quality compared to raw SNR.

A general expression must be derived that defines performance as a function of
microphone placement:

where 9 defines the enclosure geometry and environment, M is an N x 3 matrix of
microphone coordinates, r s is the single source location, and f s is the estimate of
the source location. As a total performance score the average value over an acoustic
space A could be used:

PF(9, M) = E[PF(9, M, r s, r s)] = JLPF(9, M, r s, fs)p(rslrs) drs p(rs) drs.

(5.5)
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The three product terms in the integral in (5.5) must be expressed analytically in
order to evaluate the expression.

The term p(rs ) represents the spatial probability distribution of the acoustic
source, i.e. how likely is a source to be at a particular location. If the sound source
is human talker, considerable information is available regarding the pattern of its
behavior. It is probable that a person will talk from either a sitting or standing
position, and that he/she is likely to use a char etc. Although a highly accurate
probabilistic source location model is difficult to obtain and varies with the appli
cation, a good heuristic model may be defined based on assumed human behavior.

The term PF(9, M, r s , rs ) depends on the application. The most important task
of a Acoustic Source Localization system is to obtain an accurate source location.
For this application the function could be left out or be used to define positions at
which the accuracy is most important.

The term p(rslrs) defines the source estimation distribution that describes the
accuracy of the source locator. An ideal locator would produce a distribution

Which implies that the source position is estimated perfectly all the time at any given
place. In practice, source location produces errors due to TDOA errors and non
uniform spatial resolution. As mentioned in chapter 3, section 3.3.2, the variance of
the TDOA is difficult to express. Additionally the position location algorithm, which
uses these TDOA estimates, and the microphone setup will finally determine the
position error. Finding an exact analytic expression for this term is unlikely. Using
some basic simplifications it is however possible to produce a good estimate. The
TDOA errors could be transformed in position errors using some kind of projection.
Unfortunately due to a lack of time this has not been investigated further.

Once all quantities in (5.5) are defined, it remains to maximize the Performance
Function over the constrained of allowable microphone positions {M}:

Mbest(Q) = max P F(Q, M)
Mf{M}

(5.6)

Although (5.5) is almost certain to not have a closed form solution, it may be
evaluated numerically, or at least evaluated over a representative set of locations.
Numerical methods may then be applied to maximize (5.6).

5.5 Simulation

In this section a number of simulation results are presented. These results clearly
show how accurate the position of an acoustic source can be determined. The posi
tions where obtained with such high accuracy that verification has become almost
impossible.

The simulations are performed off-line using Matlab. The structure of the sim
ulation process is shown in figure 5.5. The simulations could be performed using
custom generated data and recorded microphone signals.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation Setup

A frequency domain adaptive NLMS algorithm was used for Time Delay Esti
mation. The Position Location algorithm used was presented in section 5.2. Every
512 samples a new TDOA is produced by the TDE algorithm.

The first three simulation runs are performed using the setup as described in
chapter 3, section 3.4.3. The source was positioned at the left, center and right
of the microphone array. Both a white noise and speech signal have been used
as a source sinal. The accuracy of the TDOA was increased by interpolating the
filter coefficients with a factor 10. The plus signs in figures (5.6-5.11) represent
the position fix that belongs to the estimated TDOAs. The circle in each figure
represents the center position calculated using a fuzzy cluster function of Matlab.
The figure at the left is an overview of the room, while the figure at the right only
views the region of interest.

The inaccuracy of the position fix obtained from the speech signal is mainly
caused due to the fact that the speech was not continuous. For this particular
application a Voice Active Detection would increase the performance dramatically.

To demonstrate the accuracy improvement introduced by the interpolation factor
of 10 the last experiment (speech source, positioned at the right) was repeated using
no interpolation (figure 5.12).

The next simulation was performed using three and four microphone signals.
The distance between microphone zero and the source was set to 383 cm. The gain
from one redundant TDOA measurement is clearly visible (figure 5.13-5.14).
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Figure 5.6: White Noise Source positioned at the left.
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Figure 5.7: Speech source positioned at the left.
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Figure 5.8: White Noise Source positioned at the center.
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Figure 5.9: Speech source positioned at the center.
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Figure 5.10: White Noise Source positioned at the right.
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Figure 5.11: Speech source positioned at the right (Rs = 309, 87cm).
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Figure 5.12: Speech source positioned at the right, without interpolation (Rs

328,19cm).
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Figure 5.13: Speech source positioned at the right, using three microphones (Rs =
395, 25cm).
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Figure 5.14: Speech source positioned at the right, using four microphones (Rs
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The last simulation has been performed using a moving source. A loudspeaker
moved from left to right in parallel with the array (figure 5.15). Here one can clearly
see that the variance of the position perpendicular to the array is small compared
to the variance of the position at the left and right.
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Figure 5.15: White Noise source moving from left to right.

The results clearly show that an accurate position fix can be obtained using rather
simple algorithms. The correct microphone setup, possible redundant TDOAs, sam
ple frequency and interpolation procedure are the key elements which determine the
accuracy of the position fix.

5.6 Conclusions

In literature a huge variety of Position Location algorithms can be found. A fast,
closed-form solution has been derived to estimate the position location from a set of
TDOAs which are estimated using a linear microphone array. A simple but useful
explanation with respect to spatial resolution has been provided. The question of
optimal microphone placement has been transformed in an analytic form which can
used to solve this problem. Simulation results clearly show how redundant TDOA
can improve system performance. How an optimal design would look like is hard
to say, simply because it depends on the desired accuracy, the environment and the
limitation (hardware/software) of the Acoustic Source Localization system.



Chapter 6

Mobile Acoustic Measurement
System

Research toward new algorithms for a specific application or environment greatly
benefit from prior knowledge of the characteristics of such an environment. Discus
sions with other researchers and personal experience have shown that there is a huge
gap between developing new algorithms and testing them real-time in a practical
environment. While designing an acoustic source localization system that has to
function in a conference room one would like to have the ability to measure some
of the characteristics on-site. For example to get a better feeling of the amount of
reverberation that is present.

During this graduation period a trainee student (K.M. Nauta) has been devel
oping a Windows application, based on the ideas the author. This application can
be used to quickly test algorithms real-time. The application is build in such a way
that the user can link the algorithm under test on the fly and test it real-time. The
structure of the DSP module should be as simple as possible. Using a standard C
or C++ library one could translate an algorithm implemented in Matlab in C or
C++ code and test it real-time. Audio streams from and to the soundcard can be
link to this DSP module using the DSP environment.

The ultimate goal should be to have a Mobile Acoustic Measurement System
which makes the step towards a practical environment smaller and less time con
suming.

A simple DSP module has been developed to estimate impulse response between
one source and one microphone. This DSP module has been implemented by the
author for two reasons. First to test the designed DSP environment and second
to be able to gather more information that could be used during this and other
projects.
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6.1 Implementation

Both the DSP environment and the DSP module are developed using Microsoft Vi
sual C++. The DSP module resulted in a Dynamic Link Library that can be used
in combination with the designed DSP environment.

In figure 6.1 the different application layers of the complete system are shown.
The DSP environment, which has been developed by K.M. Nauta, is used as a
bridge between the DirectSound layer and the DSP module layer. The Audio In
terface Layer which is the main part of the DSP environment uses DirectSound
to communicate with the soundcard. DirectSound makes it possible to produce a
hardware independent application. The bottom layer includes the designed DSP
module. In figure 6.2 the structure of the DSP module itself is shown.

Soundcard

DirectSound (DirectX)

DSP Environment

DSPModuie

Hardware

Software

Figure 6.1: MAMS Application Layers.
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....Module.. ......................................................................................... ..................................
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Figure 6.2: DSP module Application Layers.

A screenshot of both the Adaptation and Mean Square Error dialog can be found
in figure 6.3 and 6.4. The Adaption dialog contains some control button to start
and stop the adaptation process and a reset button to set the filter coefficients
to zero. The user can change the step-size of the algorithm using a simple edit
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Figure 6.3: Adaptation dialog.

....... ~ ......., ...:......... "':."--· . ,
,j • t.··

Figure 6.4: Mean Square Error dialog.
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box. The checkbox normalize can be use to switch between LMS and NLMS. An
extra delay may be defined to compensate the software and hardware latencies that
may exist. When the adaptation process is stopped the estimated filter coefficients
are redrawn automatically. The update is not done in real-time simply because it
consumes to much processing time. The save data button can be used to store
the frequency domain filter coefficients into a file for further analysis in Matlab.
The Mean Square Error, which is update after every block process, is shown in the
Adaptation Dialog and in the Mean Square Error Dialog as a graph.

The DSP module uses the incoming data stream to estimate the impulse response
between the speaker and the microphone (as shown in figure 6.5). The output data
stream witch consist of a white noise signal is also generated by the DSP module.
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Figure 6.5: MAMS Setup.

The impulse response is estimated using a simple Frequency Domain Adaptive
Filter. A block diagram of the algorithm can be found in figure 6.6. The algorithm
has first been tested using Matlab and later translated into C code. Standard
functions like Fast Fourier Transforms where replaced by functions from a C library
called SigLib.
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Figure 6.6: Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter.
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6.2 Conclusion and Suggestions
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At this point in time the DSP environment only supports DirectX, which supports
only two audio channels. Support for the ASIO interface has to be added to use
multi channels.

At this stage displaying information containing the results of the DSP module
has to be added by the developer of the module. The ultimate goal would be to add
these features to the DSP environment instead of adding them to each DSP module
separately.

In case the developed Matlab code could be compiled using the Matlab C/C++
Math library and then directly inserted into the DSP environment an other step
towards a rapid prototyping application would be achieved.

Zang Young, who is working as an AIO-2 here at the university, is now trying to
improve and expand the DSP environment. His final goal is to implement a Source
Localization system in real-time in combination with a steering camera.
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Conclusion and Future Research

As a result of the literature study it has be come clear that source localization has
been a hot topic for many years. Time delay estimation methods are widely used in
combination with position location methods to get a proper fix on the position of
an acoustic source. Existing algorithms are mainly based on single source and ideal
free-field models.

In this thesis available algorithms with respect to Time Delay Estimation have
been addressed and investigated. It is shown that some of these algorithms, like
LMSTDE, can be used in a reverberant environment. Two reliability factors have
been proposed and tested. An attempt has been made to estimate a better time
delay in the presence of strong reverberation using a blind identification procedure.
This method is based on an eigenvalue decomposition of the temporal-spatio cor
relation matrix. Although the discussed method seems very attractive in theory
the high sensitivity of the eigenvectors used from the decomposition resulted in an
impractical solution.

From the results of chapter 4 it may be concluded that indirect estimation of
multiple sources is more efficient than using advance signal processing techniques.
Especially in a human talker environment the single source model is expected to be
valid most of the time.

In chapter 5 a number of Position Location algorithms have been addressed.
Depending on the geometric setup of the microphones there are a number of solu
tions. The accuracy of the position fix depends on the accuracy and the number of
TDOA measurements obtained. It has been shown that the range of the estimated
TDOA measurements is not only depending on the sample frequency but also on
the distance between the microphones. This distance is however limited due to the
radiation pattern of the source and influence of reverberation (as shown in chapter
3).

Figure 7.1 describes a possible Acoustic Source Localization system. The pre
processing step could contain a simple low pass filter to attenuate noise. A set of
TDOA measurements is calculated using the TDE module. The estimated TDOA's
are used in the Position Location module and result in a position fix. The signal
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is classified using the Signal Classification module. As a basic classifier a Voice
Activity Detection mechanism could be used. By combining the source coordinates
and the signal type the data can be clustered. This results in a detailed map of the
activity inside the room.

{Microphone Signals}

Source Type

Ir

{(x,y,z), Source Type}

Figure 7.1: Acoustic Source Localization system.

The Mobile Acoustic Measurement System as discussed in chapter 6 can be used
to design a complete Acoustic Localization System. Using the setup as shown in
figure 7.1 a robust Acoustic Source Localization System could be designed.
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Future Research

• Blind system identification or partial system identification are techniques which
lead to more robust Time Delay Estimation algorithms in the presence of re
verberation. Research with respect to blind (partial) identification is therefore
desirable.

• To reduce the rather unpleasant effects of reverberation one could try to use
de-reverberation techniques, like cepstral filtering, to improve the robustness
of the estimated TDOA. The question is whether this method works in extreme
reverberant situations where LMSTDE fails.

• At this point signal classification and clustering techniques have not been
investigated. However it has been shown that these modules play an important
role in Acoustic Source Localization applications.

• Although not described in this thesis some simple experiments have been per
formed using an extended Kalman filter to add tracking capabilities to the
source localization systems. Using such a design one can explicitly add source
motion dynamics into the signal processing algorithm. In addition to source
location one can produce source motion estimates. First results showed that,
focussing on an indoor environment and a human speaker, the results are
rather poor due to the more or less random movements of the source and the
apparent inability of estimating correct noise covariance matrices. Neverthe
less there may be situations where this can make a difference.

• Further development of the Mobile Acoustic Measurement System (as pro
posed in section 6.2).



Appendix A

Perturbation Theory

A.I Eigenvalue Sensitivity

Let Xk == Xk + OXk be R's eigenvector corresponding to 5.. Which yields,

- -
RXk = >"Xk =* (R + OR)(Xk + OXk) = (>"k + O>"k)(Xk + OXk)

expanding leads to

Rx + Rox + oRx + oRox = >"x + >"Ox + O>..x + O>"Ox.

Ignoring the second order term - oRox and O>"Ox - and noticing that Rx = >..x,
yields,

Rox + oRx = >"kOX + O>"x + 0((2).

Pre-multiplying the equation by yH and noticing that Rx = >..x, yields

as required.

•
A.2 Eigenvector Sensitivity

The conditions imply that each >"i is a simple eigenvalue of R. Thus,

yfXk = 0 if k i- j, and yt:Xk i- O. (A.1)

Notice also that R's eigenvectors Xl, x2, ... , Xn consist of a basis of the n-dimensional
space since R's eigenvalues are distinct. Denote that under the perturbation oR, >"k
is changed to 5.k == >"k + O>"k and Xk == Xk + OXk' Write

n

OXk = LCiXi,
i=l
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where Cl, C2,···, en are small coefficients. Thus Xk+OXk = (l+Ck)Xk+ I:~=l,i#kCiXi.
Normalize Xk + OXk by setting Ck = 0, since eigenvectors are determined only up to
a scalar multiple and if Ck !- 0 the following can be considered instead,

Thus
n

OXk = L CiXi·
i=l,i#

The task is to find those Ci'S.

as before results in

Substituting (A.2) yields

n n

L CiAiXi + ORXk = Ak L CiXi, +OAkXk + O(E2
).

i=l,i# i=l,i#

n

L Ci(Ak - Ai)Xi = ORXk - OAkXk + O(E2
).

i=l,i#k

Pre-multiplying the equation by yf (j !- k), together with (A.l), yields,

Cj(Ak - Ai)yfXj = yfORxk - 0 + O(E2
)

i.e.

as required.

•

(A.2)
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